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1

COMES NOW the Appellant, Gary Alexander Hem, by and through his attorney ofrecord,

2

CHARLES M. STROSCHEIN of the lawfirmofClarkandFeeney, and responds to the State's brief.

3

4
5

6

ARGUMENT
I.
THE IDAHO STATE POLICE STANDARD
OPERATING PROCEDURE IS NOT A RULE.
The State tries to avoid the issue of rulemaking by arguing the lack of a request for a

7

declaratory judgment. The District Corni rejected this issue. Judge Brudie determined that the use
8

9

of the word "may" made the rule making requirement discretionary with the Idaho State

10

Police,(hereinafter refeITed to as: "ISP"). Rat pp. 542-545. The State, cites to LC. §67-5278. The

11

statute is specific regarding the validity or applicability "of a rule". The SOP is not a "rule" so LC.

12

§67-5278, does not apply. The Idaho Transportation Department (hereinafter refeITed to as: "ITD")

13

has been using the SOP as "rules" in its ALS hearings, however, the State does not tell the Court

14

how the SOP is a "rule" that would allow a declaratory judgment action to be considered. The
15

16

District Court stated: "Petitioner Hem contends that, if the SOP's (sic) are not rules ... and do not

17

have the full force and effect of Law. The Court does not disagree with Hem's premise. However,

18

the Court finds the SOP's (sic) are not intended by ISP or the legislature to be rules, nor are the

19

intended to have the force and effect of Law." Rat p. 544.

20

Mr. Hem's argument is not a collateral attack on the breath testing standards; it's a review
21
22
23

and now appeal, pursuant to: LC. 67-5279(3); LC.§ 18-8002A(3); LC.§ 18-8002A(7)(c)(d); and LC.
§ 18-8004(4). With regard to the e-mails found in the Supplemental Record, the State argues:

24
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1
2
3

4
5
6

"Mr. Hem invites the review of the Idaho's BATSOPs by submitting information
made available to Mr. Hem apparently based upon on request pursuant to the Idaho
Public Records Act of the Idaho State Police, not the record of the Idaho State
Police's adoption of Idaho's BATSOPs."
Brief at pp. 6-7.
Counsel doesn't have any idea of what this means. Are there records of the Idaho State
Police's adoption ofidaho Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedures? The State argues that

7

Mr. Hem cannot tell the Comi what the Idaho State Police may have relied in adopting the Standard
8
9

Operating Procedures. The State does not produce a record of what the Idaho State Police may have

10

used to justify the adoption of the Standard Operating Procedures. See: footnote 4 at page 7 of the

11

State's Brief. Counsel for Mr. Hem has sent every sort of Freedom ofinfonnation Request to ISP

12
13

Forensic Services asking for records that produce information justifying the adoption of its SOP.
If the State has information regarding the scientific studies, peer review, whatever there might be that

14
15
16
17
18
19

justifies the changes to the standards that have been in effect for 20 or 30 years regarding breath
alcohol testing in the State ofidaho then let's have the State produce it. Mr. Hem has asked ISP
Forensic Services for the science behind the SOP changes and none has been produced.
The Comi is State v. Besaw, 155 Idaho 134, 306 P.3d 219 (Ct. App. 2013) noted that stare

decisis was a principle that the Court must adhere to. Besaw at page 229. The Court can look to

20

years worth of cases in which the appellate courts have recognized the BTS Manuals and the word
21

22
23

"must" or"shall" indecisions regarding DUis and ALS matters: In re Schroeder, 147 Idaho 476,210
P.3d 584 (Ct. App. 2009). See also: State v. DeFranco, 143 Idaho 335, 144 P.3d 40 (Ct App. 2006);

24
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1

In re Hubbard, 152 Idaho 879,276 P.3d 751 (Ct. App. 2012); In re Suspension ofDriver's License

2

of Gibbard, 143 Idaho 937, 155 P.3d 1176 (Ct. App. 2006); State v. Carson, 133 Idaho 451, 988

3

P.2d 225 (Ct. App. 1999); T¥heeler v. !TD, 148 Idaho 378,223 P.3d 761 (Ct. App. 2009); State v.

4

Scharan, 132 Idaho 341, 971 P.2d 1165 (Ct. App. 1998); Wilkinson v. State Department of
5

6

Transportation, 151 Idaho 784, 364 P.3d 680 (Ct. App. 2011); In re 1Hahurin, 140 Idaho 659, 99

7

P.3d 125 (Ct. App. 2004); State v. Smith, 130 Idaho 759, 947 P.2d 1007 (Ct. App. 1997); Bennett

8

v. State DepartmentofTransportation, 147 Idaho 141,206 P.3d 505 (Ct. App. 2009); State v. Lewis,

9

126 Idaho 282,882 P.2d 449 (Ct. App. 1994); State v. Bradley; 120 Idaho 566,817 P.3d 1090 (Ct.

10

App. 1991); 1Hasterson v. !TD, 150 Idaho 126,244 P.3d 625 (Ct. App. 2010); State v. Ward, 135
11

12

Idaho 400, 17 P.3d 901 (Ct. App. 2001); State v. Remsburg, 126 Idaho 338, 82 P.2d 993 (Ct. App.

13

1994); State v. 1Hills, 128 Idaho 426,913 P.2d 1196 (Ct. App. 1996). In re Beyer, 155 Idaho 40,304

14

P.3d 1206 (Idaho App. 2013), Platzv. Idaho, 154 Idaho 960,303 P.3d 647 (Ct. App. 2013) Footnote

15

2.

16

In addition the Besaw Court, in its footnote number 5, stated:

17
18
19
20

21
22
23

"If the breath testing standards had been promulgated as formal administrative rules
pursuant to the Idaho Administrative Procedures Act, such avoidance of outsider
comments would have been impossible, for that Act requires public notice and a
period for public comment, as well as legislative review, before adoption,
amendment, or repeal of an administrative rule. See I.C. §§ 67-5220 to 67-5224."
Besaw at p. 229.
At no time did the State appeal Judge Brudie's consideration of the use of the e-mails. A
motion to augment the record is found at Rat p. 62. Clearly, under I.R.C.P., Rule 84(1) and LC. §67-

24
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1

5276, the District Court can take additional evidence because of the factors set out in LC. §67-5279.

2

The State did not preserve these issues for appeal. The State's argument regarding declaratory

3

judgement and the use of the emails should be disregarded.

4

The State, argues that: "Mr. Hem offers no factual or legal basis for the challenge to the
5
6

'science' ofldaho's BATSOPs". Respondent's Brief at p. 7. The ISP has backtracked on its use of

7

"should". After rule making and a hearing process, ISP Forensic Services (hereinafter referred to as:

8

"ISPFS") has determined that the word "should" must be removed from some portions of the SOP

9

and the new IDAP A rules. The word "shall" is once again being used. Attached hereto as Appendix

10

A is the current IDAP A rules for breath testing which note the change from "should" to "shall" in
11

12

section O14. Attached hereto as Appendix B is the current SOP, effective January 8, 2015. The

13

Court can note the "changes" that the ISP has made to the SOP from the version that was adopted

14

on January 7, 2015; yes, the day before. A copy of the January 7, 2015, SOP is attached hereto as

15

Appendix C. The changes in January 2015 have to do with the word "only" and decisions reached

16

by the ALS hearing officers regarding the two words "should only" being mandatory words. See
17
18

attached Appendix D, which is an amended decision from hearing officer, John Tomilson, In the

19

A1atter of the Driving Privileges of Klock, ITO File No. 212000043827. The changes to the SOP

20

simply occurred because a couple of hearing officers found that, "should only", was mandatory. At

21

the drop of a hat, ISP Forensic Services made changes to the SOP. Of course, ISP, in their astute

22

wisdom, failed to note that one of the other sections of the SOP still continues to have the term

23

"should only" in reference to the solutions used for breath testing. See Sections 5.1.7 and 5.2.7 of
24
APPELLANT'S REPLY BRIEF
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1

the SOP (Appendix B, January 8, 2015, version of the SOP)1. The State can argue that what ISP

2

Forensic Services does is "science", but one has to wonder what the "science" is.

3

In Wilkinson v. State Department of Transportation, 151 Idaho 784,364 P.3d 680 (Ct. App,

4

2011 ), the Court commented on the fifteen minute observation period and noted that the Idaho State
5
6

Police, Intoxilyzer 5000 Operator's Training Manual noted that prior to evidential breath alcohol

7

testing the subject must be monitored for fifteen minutes and that during the monitoring period, the

8

subject should not be allowed to smoke, drink, eat, belch or burp. The Court then went on to

9

describe cases in which it addressed the requirement of the fifteen minute observation period, i.e.

10

Bennett v. State, 147 Idaho 141,206 P.3d 505 (Ct.App. 2009) and State v. DeFranco, 143 Idaho
11

12

335, 144 P.3d 40 (Ct App. 2006). The State argues that Mr. Hem has not met his burden of proof

13

regarding the "science" behind breath testing but it would seem that the Court's case history supports

14

Mr. Hem's position regarding the lack of"science" in what ISPFS is now doing with breath testing

15

and its SOPs.

16

With regard to scientific treatises and the like, the Court can note the Appellate' s Brief in

17

State v. Riendeau, Supreme Court Case No. 41982, a Kootenai County case. The attorneys for Mr.
18
19

Riendeau cite extensive scientific evidence to support the argument that what ISPFS is doing is not

20

science. The Court can also look at the State v. Haynes, Supreme Court Case No. 41924, another

21

Kootenai County case, in which issues regarding the SOP and rulemaking are also found. The Court

22
23
1Section

24

5.1. 7 Performance verification standards should be used prior to the expiration date. (emphasis added)
Section 5.2. 7 Performance verification standards should only be used prior to the expiration date. (emphasis added)
APPELLANT'S REPLY BRIEF
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1

may want to consider having all of these cases, regarding rulemaking, the SOP and the quackery of

2

ISP Forensic Services, heard at the same time.

3

The State argues: "Mr. Hern can't demonstrate on the Record that the action of the Idaho
4

State Police is in any way deficient." Respondent's Brief at p. 9. Everything in this record shows
5
6
7
8
9

that ISPFS actions are deficient. Their silly development of the SOP over the past five (5) years
should make one cringe and be embarrassed.
The State's Brief doesn't discuss State v. Swenson, 156 Idaho 633,329 P.3d 10, 81 (Ct. App.
2014). The Court of Appeals has already determined that the SOP is not rule, it is not a standard,

10

and that IDAPA Rule 11.03.01.014.03 is not sufficient as compliant with LC. §18-8002A(3). LC.
11
12

§18-8002A(3) is specific in requiring ISPFS to adopt rules pursuant to the rulemaking requirement

13

of Idaho Code. ISPFS cannot use any other statute as authority for the adoption of rules regarding

14

breath testing other than LC.§ 18-8002A(3) and§ 18-8004(4). I.C. §67-5231 states: "Rules may be

15

promulgated by an agency only when specifically authorized by statute." (emphasis added). Only

16

LC. §18-8002A(3) authorizes rulemaking for breath testing.

17

The hearing officer should not have relied on the then current SOP because it didn't comply
18
19

20

21
22

with LC. §18-8002A(3) and §18-8004(4). The provisions of LC. §67-5279 allow the Court to go
beyond the factors set out in the ALS statute.
The Idaho State Police's SOPs are not rules and do not comply with I.C. § 18-8002A(3) and
I.C. § 18-8004(4) and as a result there is a violation of the requirements of LC. § l 8-8002A(7)(d).

23

24
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1
2
3

4
5
6

The State argues that the Idaho State Police has adopted standards for performing breath
alcohol testing and relies on IDAPA 11.03.01.014:
.03 "Adminis.tration. Breath tests shall be administered in conformity with standards
established by the Department. Standards shall be developed for each type of breath
testing instrument used in Idaho, and such standards shall be issued in the form
analytical methods and standard operating procedures." (4-7-11)
This argument is not justified and should be simply ignored. The Idaho Court of Appeals in

7

State v. Besaw, 155 Idaho 134,306 P.3d 219 (Ct. App. 2013) stated:
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

"Pursuant to LC.§§ 18-8004(4) and 18-8002A(3), the Idaho State Police agency is
charged with prescribing by rule approved equipment for testing breath alcohol
content and standards for administration of such tests. Although the ISP has adopted
administrative 'Rules Governing Alcohol Testing,' see Idaho Administrative Code
(IDAPA) 11.03.01, et seq., its standards for evidentiary testing and calibration of
equipment are not presented in those rules, but instead are set out in the 'Standard
Operating Procedure' (SOP) and training manuals. We have treated those documents
as 'rules' for purposes of judicial review because the parties have done so and
because they constitute the only materials by which the ISP has purported to
authorize testing instruments and methods. See: In re Hubbard, 152 Idaho 879,
881-82, 276 P.3d 751, 753-54 (Ct. App. 2012); In re Schroeder, 147 Idaho 476,479
n.3, 210 P.3d 584,587 n.3 (Ct. App. 2009)."
At p. 225.

17

There is a footnote to the above quote and it states:
18
19
20

"We have not, however, held that these SOPs and manuals actually constitute 'rules'
or that the ISP has 'prescribed by rule' testing instruments and methods as
contemplated by LC. § 18-8002A(3); that issue has never been presented to this
Court."

21
22

At p. 225.

23
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1

See also Platz v. Idaho, 154 Idaho 960,303 P.3d 647 (Ct. App. 2013). (The same language

2

found in Besaw was used by the Court of Appeals in Platz). See also, State v. Swenson, 156 ID 633,

3

329 P.3d 1081 (Ct. App. 2014). The State of Idaho's cite to IDAPA Rule 11.03.01.014, is not

4

sufficient. In Searcy v. Idaho State Board, 2015 Opinion 3 (2015), Judge Gratton in his Specially
5
6

Concurring opinion stated:
"The Idaho Supreme Court has recognized that policies and procedures manuals that
concern only the internal management of any agency and not affecting private rights
or procedures available to the public are not, and need not be, rules. (cite omitted).
Such internal guidelines are subject to change when necessary, though they do not
have the force and effect oflaw. Id. In Alford, this Court held, after considering the
above factors, that Idaho State Police action of adopting the use of a particular breath
testing machine was not rulemaking. By adopting the use of the breath testing
machine, the Idaho State Police did not prescribe new legal standards, express agency
policy, or interpret law or policy. Instead, the Idaho state police, through internal
management, properly authorized the use of certain breath testing equipment."

7
8

9

10
11

12
13

Opinion at p. 22.

14

Obviously the SOPs are not internal management documents because they effect the private
15
16

rights or procedures of the public. It should be noted that there is an IDAP A Rule for the adoption

17

of breath testing machines. See IDAPA Rule 11.03.01.014.01 which was added on September 2,

18

2014.

19

In the Searcy Dissenting Opinion, Judge Lansing pointed out that after the lawsuit was filed

20

in Searcy the Board adopted rules. ISP Forensic Services has adopted rules through the rule making
21
22
23

process only after Judge Stenger's decision was handed down in July 2014. See State v. Nauert,
Kootenai County Case No. CR 2013-10176.
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1

2

The State cites to IDAPA Rule 11.03.01.003: "There is no provision for administrative
appeals before the Idaho State Police under this chapter." Brief at p. 9, footnote 8. However, this

3

"rule" is not constitutional. LC. §62-5270 allows for review so the statute isn't trumped by this
4

administrative rule. LC. §67-5278 can't be trumped by this administrative rule. Neither can LC.
5
6
7
8
9

10

§67-5279 be trumped by an administrative rule.

In State v. Finch, 79 Idaho 275, 315 P.2d

529(1957), the Supreme Court stated:
Under Article 2, section 1, of the Constitution of the Sate ofldaho, the power of the
government are divided into three distinct departments, with a specific provision that
no person or collection of persons charged with the exercise of powers belonging to
one of the depmiments should exercise any of the powers belonging to any other
department except as it provided in the constitution.

11

12

At p. 280

13

The Court goes on to note:

14

Under Article 5, section 2, of the Constitution, the judicial power is settled in
specifically designated courts. Judicial power cannot be conferred upon any agency
of the executive department, and the absence of constitutional authority, where the
Constitution has specifically provided for the creation of a judicial system. (Cite
omitted.)

15

16
17

Id., p. 281.
18
19

20
21
22

23

The Court then quotes a decision from California:

It should always be kept in mind that the evil of administrative action which must be
guarded against is not the fact finding power, but the conclusiveness of the fact
finding power coupled with the order based on the findings made which would
deprive a person of a property right. Such is the full exercise of judicial power, and
such power in this state can be exercised only by one of the enumerated courts.
(Emphasis added.)
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1
2
3

4
5
6
7

8
9

Id., as cited in Electors ofBig Butte Area v. State Board ofEducation, 78 Idaho 602, 308 P .2d 225
(1957). The Court also cites the United States Supreme Court:
Legislative agencies, with varying qualifications, work in a field particularly exposed
to political demands. Some may be expert and impaiiial, others subservient. It is not
difficult for them to observe the requirements of law in giving a hearing and
receiving evidence. But to say that their findings of fact may be made conclusive
where constitutional rights of liberty and property are involved, although the
evidence clearly establishes that the findings are wrong and constitutional rights have
been invaded, is to place those rights at the mercy of administrative officials and
seriously to impair the security inherent in our judicial safeguards. That prospect,
with our multiplication of administrative agencies, is not one to be lightly regarded.
It is said that we can retain judicial authority to examine the weight of evidence when
the question concerns the right of personal liberty.

10

Id. at p. 282.
11
12

See also Article 5, Sections 2, 13, and 20 and Article 1, Section 18 of the Idaho Constitution.

13

In Northern Frontiers v. State ex. rel. Cade, 129 Idaho 437,926 P.2d 213 (Ct. App. 1996),

14

the court stated: In Idaho, it has been held that unless judicial review is provided from the decision

15

of an administrative body to a court of law, due process has not been satisfied. Graves v. Cogswell,

16

97 ldaho 716,717,552 P.2d 224,225 (1976). At p. 439. See also In re SRBA, 128 Idaho 246,912

17

P.2d 614 (1995).
18
19

The Court of Appeals has already determined that the SOP is not a rule, it is not a standard,

20

and that ID APA Rule 11.03.01.014.03 is not sufficient as compliance with LC.§ 18-8002A(3). The

21

State's argument is contrary to the decision of the Court of Appeals in State v. Besaw, supra, Platz,

22

supra and Swenson, supra. The SOP is not a rule, therefore, Mr. Hem can raise the issue in the

23

judicial review of his administrative license suspension. Both Judge Brudie and Judge Stenger found
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1

the SOPs are not rules. The State in Hern did not appeal Judge Brudie's finding that the SOPs are

2

not rules. Mr. Hern does not need to bring a declaratory judgment action naming ISP Forensic

3

Services as a paiiy.

4

The Court must find that Mr. Hem has met his burden pursuant to LC.§ 18-8002A and §675
6

5279(3). Mr. Hem's license suspension should be vacated.

7

II.

8

THERE IS NO DUE PROCESS IN ADMINISTRATIVE
LICENSE SUSPENSION HEARINGS.

9

The U.S. Supreme Comi indicated in Dixon v. Love, 431 U.S. 105, 97 S.Ct. 1723, 52 L.Ed.2d

10

172, ( 1977) that:
11

The State will not be able to make a driver whole for any personal inconvenience and
economic hardship suffered by reason of any delay is redressing an erroneously
suspension through post suspension review procedures. (emphasis added) 431 U.S.
at 113; 97 S. Ct. at 1728. (emphasis added)

12
13
14

In i\1ackey v. Afontrym, 443 U.S. 1, 11, 99 S.Ct. 2612, 2617, 61 L.Ed.2d 321 (1979), the post
15
16

suspension hearing was available immediately upon a driver's suspension and may have been

17

initiated by him simply by walking into the local registrar's office and requesting a hearing. The

18

statute in Dixon in contrast, did not mandate that a date be set for a post suspension hearing until

19

twenty (20) days after a written request for such a hearing was received from the affected driver.

20

Dixon v. Love at 109-110, 97 S. Ct. at 726. The State, in its argument, fails to discuss the case law
21
22

23

from the U.S. Supreme Court that is the basis for the due process protection in license suspension
cases.
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1

Case law allows a driver's license to be suspended prior to a due process hearing. The

2

reasons were set out in a series of United States Supreme Court cases. In Stanley v. Illinois, 405 U.S.

3

645, 92 S.Ct. 1208, (1977), the U.S. Supreme Court stated:

4
5
6

7

8
9

"This court has not, however, embraced the general proposition that a wrong may be
done if it can be undone. Cf. Sniadach v. Family Finance Corp. of Bayview, 395
U.S. 337, 89 S.Ct. 1820, 23 L.Ed.2d 349, (1969). Surely, in this case before us, if
there is a delay between the doing and the undoing petitioner suffers from the
deprivation ... "
At p. 647.
In Bell v. Burson, 402 U.S. 535, 91 S.Ct. 1586, 29 L.Ed.2d 90 (1971), the Court stated once

10

licenses are issued, ... their continued possession may become essential in the pursuit of a livelihood.
11

12

Suspension of issued licenses .. .involves state action that adjudicates important interests of the

13

licensee. In such cases the licenses are not to be taken away without that procedural due process

14

required by the Fourteenth Amendment. At p. 539. The fundamental requirement of due process

15

is the opportunity to be heard "at a meaningful time and in a meaningful manner." Armstrong v.

16

Manzo, 380 U.S. 545,552, 85 S.Ct. 1187, 1191, 14 L.Ed.2d 62 (1965). See also Grannis v. Ordean,

17

234 U.S. 385, 394, 34 S.Ct. 79, 783, 58 L.Ed. 1363 (1914) and A1athews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. at
18
19

343-344, 96 S.Ct. at 902. As the U.S. Supreme Court recognized in Dixon v. Love, 431 U.S. 105,

20

97 S.Ct. 1723, 52 L.Ed.2d 172, (1977) the interest in a driver's license is a substantial one. The U.S.

21

Supreme Court has found that procedural due process serves to ensure that the person threatened

22

with loss has an opportunity to present his side of the story to a "neutral decision maker" at a time

23

when the deprivation can be prevented. Fuentes v. Shevin, 407 U.S. 67, 92 S.Ct. 1983, 32 L.Ed.2d
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1

556, (1972). The ITD hearing officers cannot be considered neutral decision makers. Part of this

2

record notes that ITD hearing officer Moody sent an e-mail to ISPFS regarding hearings he had held

3

regarding the SOP that was put into effect on August 20, 2010. Rat p. 75. "I hope these updates

4

reinforce our ALS decisions.", is what Eric Moody wrote to ISPFS. Should a "neutral decision
5
6
7

maker" be contacting ISPFS regarding problems with the SOP for breath testing because drivers'
license suspensions are being vacated?

8

In Bell v. Burson, supra, the Court deemed it fundamental that except in emergencies

9

situations, the state must afford a hearing before a driver's license termination becomes effective.

10

It is interesting to note that the U.S. Supreme Court, with regard to these sorts of issues, focuses on

11

12
13

credibility and veracity. See Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. at 343-344, 96 S.Ct. at 907. The
suspension itself effects the final deprivation of property that no subsequence proceeding can restore.

14

See again lvfathews v. Eldridge, supra, 424 U.S. at 340, 96 S.Ct. at 905. The court in Bell v. Burson,

15

supra, made it quite clear that additional expense occasioned by expanding the hearing process is

16

sufficient to withstand the constitutional requirement. While the problem of additional expense must

17

be kept in mind, it does not justify denying a hearing meeting the ordinary standards of due process.
18
19

At pp. 541-542. See also Bell v. !TD, 151 Idaho 659,262 P.3d. 1030 (2011).

20

The Court in Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 96 S.Ct. 893, 47 L.Ed.2d 18 (1976)

21

determined whether an administrative proceeding satisfies due process. The first factor deals with

22

the private interest that would be effected by the official action. The second involves the risk of an

23

erroneous deprivation of such interest through the procedures used and the probable value, if any,
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1

of additional or substitute procedural safeguards. The final factor involves the government's interest

2

including the function involved in the fiscal and administrative burdens that the additional or

3

substitute procedure would entail. See Bell, supra.

4

The State argues that: "Mr. Hern simply asked the Court to set aside the entirety of the 90
5

6

suspension because there was a four day time frame in which Mr. Hern argues he did not have

7

driving privileges in spite of the hearing officer staying the effective date of the suspension."

8

Respondent's Brief at p. 17. The fact that the hearing officer backdated the stay after Mr. Hern had

9

already been without his driving privileges does not make Mr. Hern whole.

10

The State also argues: "Here, Mr. Hern does not indicate that he suffered any actual harm or
11

12

that there was a violation of any fundamental right." Respondent's Brief at p. 16. This statement

13

seems a bit arrogant on the part of the State. One has to wonder exactly how many days a driver has

14

to be without his driving privileges to suffer a deprivation of the important right to drive. The U.S.

15

Supreme Court in Dixon v. Love, supra, indicated the State could not make a driver whole for@Y

16

delay. The State indicates that the record reflects that Mr. Hem did not make a request for stay of

17

the effective date of the suspension pending the hearing officer's decision, instead, Mr. Hem
18
19

objected to the show cause letter. For the convenience of the court a copy of the show cause letter

20

is attached to this brief as Appendix E, a copy of the Objection is attached as Appendix F. Mr.

21

Hern asked for hearing and oral argument on the issue of the hearing date being moved. Why wasn't

22

23

there a hearing based on the request of Mr. Hem regarding the hearing date? The State does not
answer this question. It was Mr. Hem's ALS hearing.
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1

This is also a case in which the driver sent a notice to the hearing officer that all of the logs

2

sheets, police report and the video had been received by April 24, 2014, and there was no reason that

3

a hearing could not have been held prior to the 30 day temporary license expiring. The Notice of

4

Hearing was generated on April 24, 2013, and sent to the Department on that day. Clerk's Exhibit
5
6

2, R at p. 111. Once again, the State is being disingenuous when it argues the Invited Error

7

Doctrine. It does not explain to this Court how Mr. Hem invited error. The hearing officer blames

8

the Court of Appeals for the hearing delay. Rat p. 27 and Respondent's Brief at p. 18.

9

Mr. Hem was arrested for DUI on April 5, 2013. Clerk's Exhibit 2, Rat p. 1. Mr. Hem was

10

served with the Administrative License on April 6, 2013. Clerk's Exhibit 2, R. at p. 1. Mr. Hem's
11

12

temporary license expired on May 5, 2013. Mr. Hem's hearing was schedule for May 9, 2013. Mr.

13

Hem was without driving privileges for five ( 5) days. Counsel for Mr. Hern asked for a stay on May

14

9, 2013. The hearing officer initially ordered a stay on May 10, 2013, and then issued a second

15

Order which back-dated the Stay Orderfour(4) days to May 6, 2013. Said backdating didn't do Mr.

16

Hern much good because the stay wasn't in effect and his license was suspended as of May 5, 2013.

17

The order did not transport Mr. Hern back in time.
18
19

Mr. Hem's attorney sent a letter to the hearing officer on May 10, 2013, stating that the

20

hearing officer's May 10, 2013, Stay Order did not give Mr. Hem credit for the time his license had

21

already been suspended. The hearing office issued another Stay Order lessening the license

22

suspension from 90 days to 85 days. Clerk's Exhibit 2, R. at p. 62. A decision wasn't reached until

23

May 24, 2013.
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1

The State fails to acknowledge that Mr. Hern, ifhe had won his ALS hearing, would have

2

been irreparably harmed because his license had been suspended without hearing and the hearing was

3

delayed without just cause. The show cause letter was inappropriate as it was not something that

4

could be contested and was not based on any foundation for "good cause". Another client of
5
6

counsel's, Geoffrey Cseh Jr., File No. 648000143728, won his ALS hearing days after his license

7

was suspended. His hearing was held after his temporary license ended like Mr. Hem's. He was

8

harmed without an ability to repair said harm. Mr. Cseh had also requested subpoenas.

9

The State argues that: "Clearly 'invited error' compels the same result as the Comi of

10

Appeals decision in Beyer." Brief at p. 18. The State doesn't cite to what the "invited error" analysis
11

12

is or how the Comi actually used it in Mr. Beyer' s case. The State is basically arguing that because

13

Mr. Hern took advantage of what I.C. §18-8002A allows him do; asks for Subpoenas and relevant

14

evidence to be presented at the hearing, he should not be allowed to complain. How is seeking the

15

limited discovery allowed in LC. § 18-8002A(l )(f) "invited error"?

16

The argument could be

extended to almost anything a driver does. Mr. Hern was born and ultimately got a driver's license,

17

that's "invited error". Ifhe hadn't been born or had not gotten a driver's license, there would never
18
19

have been a need for subpoenas. Again, look at what was subpoenaed: the arresting officer, the log

20

sheet, and the video. How exactly is a driver supposed to meet his burden of proof without this basic

21

relevant evidence? Clearly the legislature contemplated, by the very definition found in LC. § 18-

22

8002A( I)( f), that subpoenas and relevant evidence would be forthcoming within the twenty (20) day

23

standard set in J.C. § 18-8002A(7).
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1

The Invited Error Doctrine applies to stop a party from asserting an error when his own

2

conduct induces the commission of the error. The State does not explain exactly how requesting

3

subpoenas, which is allowed under the statute, could possibly be "invited error".

4

Mr. Hem was served the Notice of Suspension on April 6, 2013. He made a request to the
5

6

Department for a hearing and subpoenas on April 9, 2013. The hearing officer didn't bother to issue

7

the subpoenas until April 15, 2013. The hearing officer generated a straw man of"good cause" when

8

he didn'.t issue the subpoenas until six (6) days after the notice was received. There is no explanation

9

for this delay. If the hearing officer had issued the subpoenas on April 10, 2013; would there be any

10

justification for having the hearing outside the twenty (20) day window that the statute requires or
11

12
13

the thirty (30) day window for the temporary permit? The State's argument is strangely silent
regarding these facts.

14

Additionally, it should also be recognized that the hearing officers have no standards for

15

issuing stays. There is no standard or rule regarding "good cause". The hearing officers just willy-

16

nilly decide what cases they are going to stay and what cases they don't. The Court can look at other

17

cases that Counsel for Mr. Hem has handled in which requests for stays were denied due to the
18
19

hearing officer saying he would issue a timely decision. When the hearing officer didn't issue a

20

timely decision, another stay was requested, and the hearing officer still indicated that a timely

21

decision would be issued, which didn't make any sense because the time frame had passed. See

22

Besaw v. ITD.

23
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1
2

III.
DRIVERS WHO REQUEST SUBPOENAS HAVE THEIR
EQUAL PROTECTION RIGHTS VIOLATED

3

The State's basic argument indicates that "The Department's interest in complying with
4
5
6

Court of Appeals decision in Bell v. Idaho Transp. Depart., is clearly a legitimate State interest."
Supplemental Brief at p. 11. , Rat p. 491. The State doesn't explain how the hearing officer's

7

actions in Mr. Hem's case complies with the concerns expressed in the Court of Appeals decision

8

Bell v. !TD, supra. The same concerns found in Bell v. !TD were express by the Court of Appeals

9

in Besaw. The State actually acknowledges that Mr. Hem is being treated differently because he

10

requested subpoenas. Supplemental Brief at p. 10. Rat p. 490. The State also relies on the "invited
11

12

enor" analysis but again, doesn't explain exactly how that doctrine works considering the hearing

13

officer didn't issue his subpoenas until six (6) days after the notice for the hearing was received. All

14

of the subpoenaed information had to be sent to the Department. The subpoenas indicate that the

15

subpoenaed materials must be received by April 29, 2013, and had to be sent to ITD in Boise, Idaho.

16

Clerk's Exhibit 2, R. at pp. 53, 54 and 55.

17

The subpoenaed information was to be supplied to ITD in Boise by April 29, 2013, but was
18
19

actually received by driver's Counsel by April 24, 2013. Clerk's Exhibit 2, R. at p. 111. There is

20

no explanation as to why the hearing was set for May 9, 2013, which would have been ten (10) days

21

later. The State doesn't explain how this process, set-up by the hearing officer, actually complies

22

with the due process concerns expressed by the Court of Appeals in Bell v. !TD.

23
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1

Once again, the simple facts of this case show that Mr. Hem, and all other drivers requesting

2

the most basic information, are being treated differently than those drivers that don't ask for

3

subpoenas. Or maybe there is a differept standard if you just ask for the arresting officer to be

4

subpoenaed. Or maybe there is a different standard if the driver requests just the log sheet. Who
5
6

knows? There are no ITD rules that the Court can review. This practice of shooting from the hip

7

in issuing orders for cause without hearings or any other justification does not allow for due process

8

or equal protection and cannot be explained away by the Invited Error Doctrine, which is what State

9

seems to want to do.

10

The principle concept of due process is straightforward. The due process clause provides
11

12

certain substantive rights. "Life, liberty and property cannot be deprived except pursuant to

13

constitutionally adequate procedures." Cleveland Board ofEducation v. Louder Mill, 470 US 532-

14

541, 105 S. Ct. 1487, 84 L.Ed.2d 494 (1985).

15

Transportation, 153 ID 37, 278 P.3d 439 9 (Ct. App. 2012), the Court dealt with the challenge to

16

In Peck v. State of Idaho, Department of

"good cause" based on the extension of an ALS hearing outside the 20 day time frame.

In Mr.

17

Peck's case, he was cited for DUI on December 2, 2009, and his license suspension hearing was held
18
19

on December 29, 2009. The Department had sent out letters regarding the hearing being set outside

20

the 20 day time frame noted by J.C. §8-8002A because of scheduling conflicts of the hearing officer.

21

Another set ofletters was sent out noting that the hearing was being held on December 29 because

22

of a change in the assignment of the hearing officer. The Court determined that Mr. Peck did not

23

prove his case regarding "good cause" because Mr. Peck participated in the hearing without having
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1

an objection filed. In Mr. Hem's case, he objected. He requested a hearing to determine what the

2

"good cause" was. The "good cause" according to the hearing officer is the decision in Hamish Bell

3

v. Idaho Department of Transportation, 151 Idaho 659, 262 P.3d 1030, (Ct.App. 2011). The

4

legislature obviously knew that hearing officers would be issuing subpoenas and yet they still set the
5
6

hearing time for 20 days. "Good cause" could not possibly be found in this record because the

7

hearing officer issued subpoenas pursuant to LC. § 18-8002A(l )(f). The State does not address the

8

delay in issuing the subpoenas or the time frame for the hearing. Mr. Peck requested his hearing on

9

December 8, 2009, and in his case, the Department did not issue the subpoena and notice of hearing

10

until December 15, 2009; that is a seven (7) day delay. Mr. Peck didn't make the arguments found

11

on Mr. Hem's record. There is proof that Mr. Hem lost his license for five (5) days which is
12

13
14
15
16

acknowledged by the State. Backdating of the stay doesn't help the fact that Mr. Hern was without
a license for five (5) days.
The Court can review Bussard v. Department ofAlotor Vehicles, 164 Cal.App.4th at p. 854,
79 Cal.Rptr.3d 414, (Ct.App 5th District 2008). In Bussard, the hearing officer, for good cause,

17

continued the hearing for the ability to take testimony. The court found that there had to be
18
19

flexibility conferred upon the hearing officers because of the legislative intent that the public needed

20

to be protected from drunk drivers so there is an accelerated procedure to suspend licenses.

21

However, in California, the driver's license was not suspended until the hearing officer issued his

22

decision. The Court, in its decision, emphasized the fact that the license was stayed until after the

23

24

OMV issued it's findings and decision on November 21, 2006. Mr. Hern did not have this benefit.
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1

He was suspended prior to the hearing. See also Greenwood v. A1oore, 545 N.W.2.d 790, (North

2

Dakota 1996).

3

Mr. Hem's counsel has asked for stays in the past and they have been denied. Mr. Hem's

4

counsel, in this case, asked for a hearing regarding the good cause, made a record regarding the
5
6

receipt of the requested subpoenaed information several days in advance of the hearing.

7

As the Court is aware, there is no mechanism, there is no administrative rule regarding the

8

definition of "good cause" for an ALS hearing being moved. Other States have determined that

9

without some sort of rules for good cause, the system becomes lopsided and inherently unjust. See

10

Holland v. Afiller, 736 S.E.2d 35 (West Virginia 2012).

11

In Robison, Adminstrative Director ofCourts, State ofHawaii, 3 P.3d 503, (HI.App. 2000),
12
13

the Court discussed "good cause". "Good cause" means a substantial reason, one that affords a legal

14

excuse. The Court also noted that the term "good cause" has been defined to mean a substantial

15

reason amounting in law to a legal excuse for failing to perform an act required by law. Blacks Law

16

Dictionary 692 6th Ed. 1990. Id. at p. 508.

17
The hearing officer was required in this case to have a hearing within 20 days, which is noted
18

19

by the statute. The Legislature has obviously knew subpoenas would be issued and they still set the

20

hearing requirement for 20 days. Mr. Hem did not get the benefit of the legislative directive. He

21

did not get the benefit of due process and his rights to be treated like other drivers was violated.

22
23
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1

In Anderson v. Spaulding, 137 Idaho 509, 50 P.3d 1004 (2002), the Supreme Court stated:

2

" 'A class of one' may successfully state an equal protection claim, even where the
challenged treatment does not follow suspect classifications or punish the exercise
of fundamental rights, if he or she was singled out based upon a distinction that fails
the rational basis test. (cite omitted)".

3

4
5
6

At p. 514.
In Anderson the Court quoted the U.S. Supreme Court:

7

8
9

10
11

12
13

"The Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, 1, commands that no
State shall 'deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the
laws.' Of course, most laws differentiate in some fashion between classes of persons.
The Equal Protection Clause does not forbid classifications. It simply keeps
governmental decision makers from treating differently persons who are in all
relevant respects alike. F.S. Royster Guano Co. v. Virginia, 253 U.S. 412,415, 40
S.Ct. 560, 561, 64 L.Ed. 989,990 (1920)".
Mr. Hern was singled out as are drivers who request the limited form of discovery found in
I.C. § 18-8002A. Mr. Hern was punished for requesting that discovery by having his hearing set

14

outside the time frame noted by the legislature in the statute. He was also punished because the
15
16

hearing was set outside the time frame for his temporary license. ITD has not set up any mechanisms

17

for requesting stays. In fact, ITD believes that a showing of good cause is not grounds for issuing

18

a stay. Mr. Hern was in no position to request a stay. When drivers have requested stays in the past,

19

they've been denied.

20

In Mr. Hem's case, the classification under attack is whether the hearing officer
21

22
23

impermissibly discriminated against Mr. Hern because he asked for subpoenas to be issued. It would
seem that the rational bases test applies to Mr. Hem's case. Obviously, the Court has to determine

24
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1

whether the standard has been satisfied. What is the legitimate governmental purpose for not having

2

a hearing within the statutory time frame? Clearly, the legislature set-up the ALS statute to have the

3

hearing within 20 days of a request for hearing to preserve the driver's due process rights as the

4

driver's license is suspended without a hearing. The legislature, to preserve due process, set-up a
5

6

statute which allowed for a hearing within 20 days from a request for hearing. LC. § 18-8002A also

7

allowed temporary driving privileges for 30 days from the date of the suspension. The legislature

8

set-up a due process hearing and a time frame for said hearing so that drivers would not be

9

irreparably harmed because their license would be taken away without a hearing in a fair time and

10

in a fair manner. In this case, LC.§ 18-8002A does not cause the problem; it is the hearing officer's

11

12
13

application of the statute and their misuse of "good cause".
As the Court is aware, the Idaho Court of Appeals has criticized how ITD hearing officers

14

conduct their Administrative Licenses Hearings. The hearing officers have taken that criticism and

15

made it worse. Because of the Hamish Bell decision, instead of issuing subpoenas in a timely

16

fashion, the hearing officers withhold subpoenas and then set hearing outside the statutory time

17

frames. The State does not explain why there is a six (6) day delay in Mr. Hem's case. The State
18
19

cannot explain the delay in the Peck case, noted above. Of course in Mr. Peck's case, the hearing

20

was held before his license was suspended. Mr. Hem, and other drivers in the State of Idaho, like

21

Geoffrey Cseh Jr., who had his license suspended and then won his ALS hearing, coul not be made

22

whole. Mr. Cseh is not going to ask the Court for a review because he won his hearing. Should Mr.

23
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1

Cseh file a tort claim against the State ofldaho because the State lacks a mechanism for fair hearings

2

or stays? It is doubtful. Someone like Mr. Hem has to bring this injustice to the Court's attention.

3

"Under neither the Fourteenth Amendment or the Idaho Constitution, a classification will

4

survive rational basis analysis if the classification is rationally related to legitimate governmental
5
6

purpose." See lvfeisner v. Potlatch, 131 Idaho 250, 954 P.2d 676 (Idaho 1998). The Court can also

7

consider the State constitutional protection found in Article I, Section 2, Idaho Constitution. There

8

is no denying that the hearing officer treated Mr. Hem differently because he requested subpoenas.

9

The hearing officer set the hearing outside of the time frame noted by the statute because Mr. Hem

10

requested subpoenas. The hearing officer ignored the request for a hearing on his show cause letter.
11

12

The hearing officer ignored the notification that the information had been supplied well in advanced

13

of the hearing date so that the hearing could have been held immediately. The State ignores all of

14

these factors and simply argues that the hearing officer determined, that to comply with the Hamish

15

Bell case, the hearing officer had to violate Mr. Hem's right to have his driver's license hearing in

16

a timely manner. The hearing officers do not care about the drivers or their rights. If the State could

17

explain why the hearing officer waited so long to issue the subpoenas then maybe the Court would
18
19

be able to understand that there is a conceivable set of facts that will support the ITD actions. On

20

this record, the hearing officer did not say why he waited to issue the subpoenas or the other

21

documents related to Mr. Hem's ALS hearing.

22
23

It is interesting to note, that the driver has a burden to send in his request for hearing within
seven (7) days. If the driver does not meet that burden, then he loses his rights and there is no
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1

2

remedy. ITD doesn't have to follow any time frame and does not have to support any reason for not
following the time frame. There is no consequence. The Court has noted in prior cases that ITD

3

simply does away with provisions that don't suit its ability to suspend driving privileges. Note: Bell
4

v. ITD, 151 Idaho 659- 670, 262 P.3d 1030-1041 (2011 ). The Court in Bell noted: "At the time of
5
6

Bell's hearing, ITD's administrative rules provided that a hearing officer ' shall issue the Findings

7

of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order prior to the expiration of the thirty (30) day temporary

8

permit' IDAP A § 39 .02.72.600.01 (2009)." As the Court is aware, that provision has been stricken

9

by ITD because it interfered with the suspension of drivers licenses. See Platz v. State, 154 Idaho

10

960,303 P.3d 647 (Ct.App. 2013). The Comi can also look at Hawkins v. Bonnerville County Board
11
12

ofCommissioners, 151 Idaho 228,254 P.3d 2124 (2011 ), in which the Comi discussed the need for

13

parties with a statutory interest in the outcome of a decision, being entitled to a meaningful notice

14

and a fair hearing before an impartial decision maker. Most attorneys who do ALS and DUI work

15

think that the ALS hearing officers are far from impartial decision makers. On this record, the Court

16

is aware that the ALS hearing officers contacted ISP Forensic Services regarding decisions that are

17

not in favor ofISP. (The email from Moody to ISPFS).
18
19

The deletion of the word "only" from the SOP, as noted above, because the ALS Klock

20

decision is another example of the lack of impartial hearing officers. How many times does the

21

Court call ITD or ISP Forensic Services and say change your rules so that we can keep convicting

22

people. Mr. Hem's rights have been violated in this case. There are no rules. There is no due

23
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1

process. Mr. Hern was treated differently for no reason. Mr. Hem should have his license restored

2

to him.

3

CONCLUSION

4

The SOP is not a "rule" as there was no compliance with the process that is required in
5
6

making administrative rules. LC. § l 8-8002A(3) requires the fundamental rule making process that

7

was recognized by the Court of Appeals in Platz v. Idaho, 154 Idaho 960,303 P.3d 647 (Ct. App.

8

2013) and State v. Swenson, 156 Idaho 633,329 P.3d 10, 81 (Ct. App. 2014). In the Besaw case, the

9

Court of Appeals stated:

10
11

12

13
14

15
16

If the breath testing standards had been promulgated as formal administrative rules
pursuant to the Idaho Administrative Procedures Act, such avoidance of outsider
comments would have been impossible, for that Act requires public notice and a
period for public comment, as well as legislative review, before adoption,
amendment, or repeal of an administrative rule. See LC. §§67-5220 to 67-5224.

Besaw at p. 229.
The Court of Appeals has determined that the SOP is not an administrative rule, thus there
is no need for a declaratory judgment action. Since the State has simply based its argument on the

17
application of LC. §67-5278; the Court should find that ISP Forensic Services has failed in its
18

19

statutory duties to set out administrative rules for breath alcohol testing in the State ofldaho. I.C.

20

§ l 8-8002A(7)(c) and I. C. § l 8-8002A(7)(d) allows for the attack of the breath test result and there

21

is no valid breath test.

22

23

The Court can also review I.C. §67-5279(3) in that: for ITD to use the SOP, it would be a
violation of a constitution or statutory provision and would be in excess of the statutory authority
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1

of the agency, and therefore, would be an unlawful procedure. The use of the SOP would not be

2

supported by substantial evidence and would be arbitrary, capricious and an abuse of discretion.

3

The Court is going to have to decide whether the process used now by ITD for fair post-

4

suspension hearings is actually constitutional. ITD does not support a fair hearing for a driver. ITD
5
6
7
8

9

10

makes it as hard as possible for a driver to meet his burden.
Finally, there is no equal protection in these matters for drivers who request any sort of
subpoena or relevant evidence.
Since the hearing officer made no sort of record regarding "good cause" and didn't have a
hearing, the Court can also find that the decision to expand the hearing past the twenty (20) days and

11

thirty (30) days limit is not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole. The Court
12

13
14
15

16

can also apply LC. §67-5279(3).
The Court should find that the license suspension was improper and enter an order directing
ITD to vacate the license suspension for Mr. Hem.
DATED this

of February, 2015.

17
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19
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Edwin L. Litteneker
Special Deputy Attorney General
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P.O. Box 321
Lewiston, ID 83501
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Appendix A
IDAPA Rule 11.03.01 - Rules Governing Alcohol Testing

IDAPA 11 - IDAHO STATE POLICE
ISP FORENSIC SERVICES
11.03.01 - RULES GOVERNING ALCOHOL TESTING
DOCKET NO. 11-0301-1401
NOTICE OF RULEMAKING ADOPTION OF PENDING RULE AND AMENDMENT TO TEMPORARY RULE

EFFECTIVE DATE: The effective date of the amendment to the temporary rnle is December l, 2014. This pending
rnle has been adopted by the agency and is now pending review by the 2015 Idaho State Legislature for final
approval. The pending rnle becomes final and effective at the conclusion of the legislative session, unless the rnle is
approved or rejected in part by concurrent resolution in accordance with Section 67-5224 and 67-5291, Idaho Code.
lfthc pending rule is approved or rejected in part by concurrent resolution, the rule becomes final and effective upon
adoption of the concurrent resolution or upon the state specified in the concurrent resolution.
AUTHORITY: In compliance with Section 67-5224 and 67-5226, Idaho Code, notice is hereby given that this
agency has adopted a pending rule and amended a temporary rule. The action is authorized pursuant to Section 672901, Idaho Code.
DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY: The following is a concise explanatory statement of the reasons for adopting the
pending rule and amending the temporary rule and a statement of any change between the text of the proposed rule
and the text of the pending rule with an explanation of the reasons for the change:

ISPFS held a public hearing on November 13, 2014, wherein public comments were received by a hearing officer
on the proposed rules. Pursuant to recommendations of the hearing officer, ISPFS is amending the text of pending and
temporary rule as follows:
• The definition of "Waiting Period/Monitoring Period/Deprivation Period/Observation Period" in
ID APA 11.03.01.0 l 0.26
is deleted and a definition for "Monitoring period" and "Deprivation
period" were added as IDAPA 11.03.01.010.19 and IDAPA ll.03.01.010.14, respectively, to clarify
the meaning of the different periods of time involved in the testing. Additionally, the rule was
amended for consistency throughout where either of these terms were used.
• The second sentence of ID APA l l .03.01.014.03(b) was removed as the statement does not add any
meaning to the rnle. Examples contained in this sentence were included in the definition of "Deprivation Period" and "Monitoring Period." Further, the definition of"Observation Period" was updated.
• ID APA l l.03.0l.014.03(c) was simplified due to the terms "deprivation period" and "monitoring
period" being defined in sections l 1.03.01.0 IO and l 1.03.01.0 l 0. 19.
• ID APA 11.03.01.014.03(d) was amended to clarify the procedure by adding the word "if' instead of
"before" because that makes it so the monitoring period is required if the test is performed, but does
not require that the test be performed. There were many circumstances discussed where another test
would not be feasible or possible. Additionally, the word "officer" was amended to read "operator."
• IDA PA l l .03.01.0 l4.03(e) was amended to clarify that the operator should switch mouthpieces
between test subjects, not between test sequences issued to the same individual for hygienic reasons.
• IDAPA l 1.03.01 .0l4.03(g) was amended to read "shall when possible" instead of"should" to give
the operator the ability to explain the circumstances behind the lack of a third test being administered.
The text of the pending rule has been amended in accordance with Section 67-5227, Idaho Code, and is being
republished following this notice. Rather than keep the temporary rule as previously adopted while the pending rule
awaits legislative approval, the Agency amended the temporary rule with the same revisions made to the pending
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rule. Only the sections that differ from the proposed rule text are printed in this Bulletin. The original text of the
temporary and proposed rule was published in the October 1, 2014 Idaho Administrative Bulletin, Vol. 14-10, pages
171 through t 78.
FISCAL IMPACT: The fol lowing is a specific description, if applicable, of any negative fiscal impact on the state
general fund greater than ten thousand dollars ($10,000) during the fiscal year: NA
ASSISTANCE ON TECHNICAL QUESTIONS: For assistance on technical questions concerning the pending
rule and the amendment to temporary rule, contact Matthew Garnette, Director of Forensic Services at (208) 8847217.

DATED this 1st Day of December, 2014.

Colonel Ralph W. Powell, Director
Idaho State Police
700 S. Stratford Drive
Meridian, ID 83642
Tel: (208) 884-7003 / Fax: (208) 884-7090

DOCKET NO. 11-0301-1401 - ADOPTION OF PENDING RULE
AND AMENDMENT TO TEMPORARY RULE

Substantive changes have been made to the pending rule.
Italicized red text that is double underscored is new text that has been added to the pending rule.
Italicized green text that is ~em•eli aml stmek thro!tlfl! is codified temporary text that is being
removed from the temporary rule. This is also an amendment to the pending rule text.
Only those sections or subsections that have changed from the original temporary/proposed
text are printed in this Bulletin following this notice.
The text of the temporary/proposed rule was published in the Idaho Administrative Bulletin,
Vol. 14-10, pages 171 through 178.
This rule has been adopted as a pending rule by the Agency and is now awaiting
review and final approval by the 2015 Idaho State Legislature.

THE FOLLOWING IS THE AMENDED TEMPORARY RULE AND THE
AMENDED PENDING RULE TEXT FOR DOCKET NO. 11-0301-1401

010.

DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIO:'\S.

[Subsections 010.14. through 010.26.J
14.

Deprivation Period. "Deprivation period" shaft mean
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mi1111tcs immediarefr prior tu cvidentian: breath alcohol resting durin;z wltich r/ic suhjcct/i11diFid1111I shall nor be
11ll01recf to smoke. driitk or eat substances co/ltafiiDie_1ih;11fi~1:.
· · · ?7?=1572/)T
14,!,
Evidcntiarv Test.. :~L':".identiarv i<.;sf' sh:.ill mean_;Lbl~'i>..<,lhtc~st!Jl,..QTJtrinc kst performctl.illU!
snbieet1individtmi for potential evidentiarv or le!!al nurpo,es. A dis1inc1ion 1s made between e\ identiarv testini:. and
non-qttantitative sL:rcenimumoniturirw,
(9-2-14 ff

I,:j:Q,
Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS). ''Idaho State Police Forcn~ic Services·· shall mean
a division oTthl' Idaho Stak Police. lSPFS is lledicakd to prmid1nu forensic '.'.cicnee service;; to the criminal justice
svstem ofldaho. lSPFS is the administrative bodv for the {1frt,1Jftitttfh1fqih alcohol testing 12rngrnms in ldaho.
(i)_:):~L11li 12- 15 -I -Ii T
fM-167, Laboratory. "Laboratory" shall mean the place at which specialized devices, instruments and
methods are used by trained personnel to measure the concentration of alcohol in samples of blood vitreousJrnmor.
ffl' urine. or beverng<::,; for law enforcement purposes.
(4 7 11)(9:~:L±}T

12 8.
MTP/MIC. '.'l'v11PIMfC' shall mean an abbreviation us.:d to d.:signate minor in possc;;~ion or minor
in consLu;:;pti~rn ofalcohoL
(9-"1-14)T
19.
_,~foflitoring Period. "Moni/{}f:{'1:' Period .. shui! mciln a m1nimw11 deprivation period o//ilteen !..LJJ
mimm!S Tnin1ediatdv prior tu evidenlian· hrear// u/col1iiTte.,ting_d111~i_!))L·~:f1ic/1 the\uTij;rc/'lndlviduq) \ho11lir1:;-;;
11hiervi;af)\, lTiei1f/1ccr and :1iT;:-F,Z;T:.Tihwp:,·mnj1•E''r:imzitatiu11 .,huuTJFc;ni!fr{Tl;~_Cjlic; /,f}crutor
I J.:~15-Tf)T
---

-··---~-

··-

-M-?JJ_!

--·-·--------· -------

Operator Ccrtification'-::01~crnJ.QL~:1e,i:ti1icutiun·· shall mean the cum1ition
miin.i_tl!l l"e(Jtiii-crncnt:;;_ _ E)r0.d.JJ1ir.1.i.~_lc:r:_ing _ [?r<::,Hh.,.1..lcQl]~1.IJ1;.~Jj _ ,_l~(:~J,1[2lishc:,l . bY . tl1s_.(J_(:p,_lLl.lJ.l.\.'.l]t.

·----------····-··-·----·-

or ha\ int! satisfil'd the

(2:Z:J.4JC

.JJ,,l,ll_, Opcrator._.'.:Qncrator" shall mean an indi, idual ccr(i.[i_Qi.Lb.Lt.h.<L!Js:r,Wmcnt_;ii..,:im1U.Ds.<Lbs. .trn.inin.g
to administcrbreath alcohol tests.
£2.:..2-14ff
2#2.
Performance Verification. "Perform,tncl' 1 nificati,)fj ,. shall mean a verification uf the Jccuracv of
the hrcatITcstitHc instmment utilizing a pcrfoiJllillJCc ..:crilication .~t:111Jai:~L...I'.s.:.!J.VJJ!Jil!}Cc __ vcrificarion should b~;
r.,;portcd to three dccirrIBlJ.11.acc-:;~-~~hik l.Sfl.::,'i uses the tnm pcrforrminec\,:riJls.:iJJ1,m.....u:E1nufa,-w_(5;r~ and pth.,;rs mav
use a term such as ·'callhration check·· or ''si1m1Jmqc.,:J1~z:t:·
L2..:,":~J.::!lI

UL Pt'rformaece Verification Sta d r . ··Pt1rformam:c v~rif~_atiQ!LStaodartl'.:.J!hall mean an cth'l.l
ali;_glJqjytatidJ!L<Lwted for .. field_J)erformance verifications. Th,: standard i1; _provided oru1112rovsg.__ocj:,Jltb.,_l2.v ):he
~~

{9:::;:J:'!)J

IJ62J4. Proficiency Testing. "Proficiency testing'' shall mean a periodic analysis of bJ9od,_JJrinc, or other
liqui,! specimen(s1 whose alcohol content is unknown to the testing laboratory, to evaluate the capability of that
(3 19 99)(2-2- I 4JT
laboratory to perform accurate analysis for alcohol coneentration.

U+2J~. Quality Control. ''Quality control" shall mean an analysis of referenced samples whose alcohol
content is known, which is performed with each batch o f ~ blood _\j_t[~1Ji;, hurnoc urine ur beverq_g<'; analysis to
ensure that the laboratory's determination of alcohol concentration is reproducible and accurate. {3 19 99}t9-2- I 4 f(
0

U-t_
Recertification Class. ''Recertification elass" shall m.,;an a trainin12. class offered bv the department
for curren_t!v certified p5,cg;gm1r;.'.J,s;pmpl_etion of whidLre~~1lJ;;jnJJJ1inlerruptcd continw1tiQ1J of their BTO or BTS

(2.-:2:l±)I

status for an ad.dition1tl'.;;~arB.,.

082-§-Z, Urine Alcohol Analysis. "Urine alcohol analysis" shall mean an analysis of urine to determine the
(7- I -93)
concentration of alcohol present

U.

!fititiu fl: P-et'i.t!.ff/M1t.t!ifo.f\:n ft &,•1i,111l 'Pt~i·i 1'f.lt:i1m Pt•1•imt'Oh8t'fl 1tthm .Pe-l'il1<1-..:::::l:ffti:ti:ftg::;:8!:Atti.t!
1

Mo+1-itf?f·/./1g_---P.t·f'it1rl/DttN'·iHl·t-i1·1n--Pf'f'i-oti/.(.}l"v·e+'F,,·1h,n---.Pt<FffJd-:.:...,1,hHl-l-- -mi:!tff'l-----i-l1di·1'id+wl---1-~1te,,··--U-6Y:.<tI:;l+>l'---lftt'··ti:!l'1e--p1:•1•iot}
f'lf'i,fHf>-tHf+r1i-f1-i,WeFi-lH",.t+-b1•1:'itfl1--tfle'ffftf>l--t-e,,f;·--·i·H·tt'Fl·it:.'l+-d-11-·0Jj.iJ;•e1-'·mfm-ifm;,..fht•--/;;:s-Hul>j_eef!t:1rdi-wdu-t1l,
f-9-2-14)1
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(BREAK IN CONTINUITY OF SECTIONS)
013.

REQUIREMENTS FOR LABOR,\ TORY ALCOHOL ANALYSIS.

[Subsection 013.01]
01.
Laboratory. Any laboratory desiring to perform urine alcohol, 1·itrc•ou1· humor, flt' blood akohoL QI
h~:._vcrarrf analysis shall meet the following standards:
· ---~!:::::.{4_{1/12-15-1 -liT

/Paragraph 013.01.e.J
e.
The laboratory shall participate in approved proficiency testing and pass this proficiency testing
according to standards set by the department. t11[1~,raturic, rnu,t par1icipa11: i11p.mfaj,:.nn:Jesting from a departm~!l.!
approwd prnvid<:r at lca~t Olll:C a calendar vcar. fillpron::cUl[Q',)dcrs indmk National Higlw,av l1Y+n'ifJOFit:tlWff
Traffic Safctv A.dmini~trntion (NJ f fS/\) .md Culiahorativc Tcqing Ser, ices (CTS). Each tc~t consist;, at least four
74f1iTood samples ~pik1:d with an unl<.nuwn concentration or ethvl alcohol. and possihh (>thcr \ ,llatik,. for qualitative
determination. Pm1icipating laborntorie~ must ,ibtain profo.:icnc'\' test:iJrnmapprovcd providers and arc rcsp,rnsibk
for all costs associated ,vith obtaining_and unatvzing such te,b. Reoults from proficiencv tc~ts must be submitted bv
the due date 1\l the test pwvider anJ JSPFS. Result,, not submitted to a tc,t prnv1l-Lcr. \,ithin the allowcJ time do not
qmilif\ as a profo;icnc:y tc;,I. An ak(1h9l <.:l,nccnlrati<'llra1_1g,: i,, d_dcrmi_ncd frurn th..:t,u:gc\yalt1cand c3.0 standanJ
deviation~ ,ts I rnvided by Jhcnrofi..:i..:ncy .tcsJ pn•vi~kLRcpQrl<,:d ,a!u,> 11.1.l.i.sl. f;!U within this nmgc. I{aJ<tQ@l~WY
dcts:rmincs more tban one ( 1l ,1lcohol v;iJuc furn gi\ en s,1111pJc. the mean valq<: vi results will b.: suhmmed and
cvalual\:d. Upon satisfuctorv eomplcl]Qt.Lol_an Jlppn;v,;;1! prnlicicnc\ tC)..h. a c_cnifica1e of apprnvul will be i~,m:d by
lhe department lo 1he par1icipa1in,:: laboratorv. Appnl\ al lo perform lcsLal blood akc>hol detern1mation~ i~ e<mtirrned
until the results (lf the ncx1 prnfo:iencv_tcst arc re,jc\1'.<:(L<J!J(Lr1,21iJTc,11.J,,n 1~ sent to the rc\pcctive lahPratnrv by
fSPFS. Failure to pass a proficiency test shall result in ~e+v±t-1:1+/fil-!he prohlem is corrected and a prttflciencr
test is successfully com.pletet4 immediate suspension t'r testing fn an unalvst or laborator, in the form of a written
inquirv from the department. The test is C"raded a~ ,1 unsuccessful wh.cn the mean r1:sults are outside the tolerance
rnngcs~1,1(?Jj ~ !w~lJhm1tb,i;;.11~-~I,1LGi11.11.t;ill.tv,1l ,1e;-;. Th1.'. l,1[),)rn t<> c,. ~ha) I ha,. c tb irty OPL r;ilt:D cfa r davs to respo11IU¾1 .tbe
dcpartnwnt inquirv. _l~ Q!,'.partment shall nqt(ty_ th~' . lapqr.itci.i:y \\jJh1n_JQ.1Jftccq UAL.,:,11..;n<lar davs rc:gardi11g.
rnrrccti vC.:J.c.liQIJ.§Jcps neces:;ary to Ii fl: the testing ~uspcnsion, oCJhe i~1m.rt.mc1:1t m;,iy i5sue a written rc\(J<,:ation. The
~rtmenJ.2hi!lL11qt Ii fl a rroflciqi.L:.) \c~li11_gi:;;l,1t<;\l~us9c.11jion L)r 1:,;\ (1c:Jtio11 until g successful rruficicnc · lest ha,
been co1nnJetc<l hv the individuul analv~t \/LL.tb.v1:;1J,2!:Y.
~(IJ.·+1:-117:r I l-!5-/.1JT

or

014.

REQUIREMENTS FOR PERFORMING BREATH ALCOHOL TESTING.

03.
Administration. Breath tests shall be administered in conformity with standards established by the
department. Standards shall be developed for each type of breath testing instrnment used in Idaho, and such standards
shall be issued in the form of Idaho administrative mies, ISPFS analytical methods and L'ie.ES standard operating
procedures.
(1 7 ll)(\!:'.?: l:W'
0

[Paragraphs 014.03.b. through 014.03.e.J

!!:.
Prior to adrninistering. 1he t1f:l:\'t.'l'\¥1+i,·m.monituri11e.11criod, an;,::.for(;jgn_ohj_ects/rnaterials vvhich have
the potential to enter the instrument/breath tube or mav present a choking hazard /ej{, gum, chewing tobacco, /iiotl)
sh o uId be removed. f1..¢jt>1't'J:/tfl . +>N~<,'f"1Ht1fe+'iirl;tt';;g,... f.iefll,d·1+'<:J1'1i·,-gtt-m, ...ehew-ift..,:--Hifrc1et''+1:;.:}fH:Hf:i:.:tft-t!f't,Htgi-./,~--lii}I-m--fht•
mtltl#i--dttriflj!;·+he--eftft(eft"'-fJ:[-fhe·filkeN..+l:·5)--milmfe--m,.-M11+ftt'i11gf1ff-i,-hl:..-ctffffttfft:flftt:tf..-t':W-e1'!1-a./--ak't1+1fH-·t'flf1t-1+fflffl1tfien
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Docket No. 11-0301-1401
Pending & Amend Temporary Rule

ISP FORENSIC SERVICES
Rules Governing Alcohol Testing

~
A complete breutb akohoi l<,:;iLi1J,,:lt1u,,:;; t~\\LJ2J,,iii,J breath s;,impks taken during the t_,;_~ti11g
procedure and..J2.[£CJ;S:lcd bv air bl.mks. Ths: subsi:cturnl breath sarnple_s performed with a nortable breath testirn!
instrument sbould be approximatclv two (2) rninuts:s apart ur nwre. If the :"l1biecUindividuai fails or relhses to provide
a subsequent, adequate sample a,, rcques1ed b, the {m¢ra1or. the sin'.!!c tc~t result shall be con~idered rnlid. Jf ,,1:!J;r~
simde te~t result is w;<:d. then the ,1uhiect mu,t fun' been oh.1·,'iTeii durinf! rite ,, filken ( I .5 l minute ohi<~Fhtit'.111'1:
moniroring period m11:2Lf,>,~;ttiz:.'.':-::'E~~;~L9i:fi;:'£LQll.'c:.J.f,J}uns. the operator sho{1It'i:isc a nc:w mouthpiece l<Jr each '"''"i'i,
tzi:±tJJt'i ,,uhiect/indil'iduul /<!steclc

[Paragraph 014.03.g.J

[Paragraph 014.09.a.J

[Paragraph 014.09.J:J

fo
A third brc:ath sample is rcuuirs:d if the first two ,2l rcsuirs differ bv more' tlun 0.02 gi" IOL alcohol.
In the cvent that all thrc:c ( 3 l ~amp Ies tall outside the: O.(P g 2 l OL alcohol cnrrclation. cmd testing indicatc:s or the
officer suspects mouth alcohol. thev must adminislc:r u II ikcn ( 15 l minme oh.',en,11/iQ:t/nwnitoring.11criod and then
retest the suiljQct, If month aicuhoUs not su~nwcd or indicatt:d by _the te;;tmul12,_thci1ffiei:iific~unay_mcst the
subject without administering_Qtt1:t.t.'0'f'.t'Wiit!.f.tmonitoring..JlQ.d1Kt
t9.:d::::H.iE0 2-l 5-l 4)L
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6.0 Idaho Standard Operating Procedure
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Forensic Services
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Glossary
Alcohol. ·'Alcohol" shall mean the chemical compounds of ethyl alcohol. methyl alcohol, or i,opropyl alcohol.
Approved Vendor. ''Approved vendor" shall mean a source/provider/manufacturer of an approved ~tandard.
Blood Alcohol Analysis. '·Blood alcohol analysis" shall mean an analysis of blood to determine the concentration of alcohol
present.

Breath Alcohol Analysis. '·Breath alcohol analysis'· shall mean an analysis of breath to determine the concentration of
alcohol present.

Breath Alcohol Test. "Breath alcohol test'" shall mean a breath sample or series of separate breath sa~~rovided during a
breath testing sequence.

•

~u-

Breath Alcohol Testing Sequence. '"Breath alcohol testing sequence" shall mean a sequencet"J'f~nts as determined by the
Idaho State Police Forensic Services. which may be directed by the instrument the Oper~Vboth. and may consist of air
• C,
blanks, performance verification. internal standard checks. and breath samples.

Breath Testing Certification Class. "Breath testing certification class" shall mc~~partment approved training class for
prospective or uncertified breath alcohol Operators/Breath Testing Specialists5..0' •

~

Breath Testing Specialist (BTS). '·Breath Testing Specialist" shall me~""~pe~·
t<()'<o has completed advanced training
approved by the department and are certified to perform routine instru~nt ma· 1te anee, teach instrument operation skills,
proctor proficiency tests for instrument Operators. and testifying as ,€,xpert ~a coho! physiology and instrument function

~G

in court.

<;:,-0

Calibration. "Calibration'' shall mean a set of laboi&;>r~pc,!}ie,~ which establish under specified conditions, the
relationship between values indicated by a measuring i~1~1ent ~~suring system. or values represented by a material,
~"
and the corresponding known values of a measureme1~"1

Certificate of Analysis/Approval. ·'Certificat~i ··s
'Certificate of Approval" shall mean a certificate stating the
items have been tested and/or approved
th
certified for use. or are manufactured by an ISO 17025:2005
vendor and are traceable to N.I.S.T. s t a n ~ T
terms may he used interchangeably.

J~;~-t,,f

Certificate of Instrument Calibr

. "Ce · 'ate of instrument calibration" shall mean a certificate stating that an
individual breath alcohol testin,tim
een evaluated by the ISPFS and found to be suitable for forensic alcohol
ment
e calibration analyst at Idaho State Police Forensic Services, and the effective
testing. The certificate bears t~~nat~o
date of the instrument app~µ

V

Changeover Class. '· ~geover class" shall mean a trarnrng class for currently certified Operators during which the
Operator is taught
their agency. B
makeorm~

', operation, and proper testing procedure for a new make or model of instrument being adopted by
esting Specialists complete BTS training that qualifies them to perform BTS duties related to the new

Department. ·'Department'' shall mean the Idaho State Police.
Evidentiary Test. '·Evidentiary test" shall mean a blood. breath. or urine test performed on a subject/individual for potential
evidentiary or legal purposes. A distinction is made between evidentiary testing and non-quantitative screening/monitoring.
Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS). '"Idaho State Police Forensic Services" shall mean a division of the Idaho
State Police. ISPFS is dedicated to providing forensic science services to the criminal justice system of Idaho. ISPFS is the
administrative body for the blood and breath alcohol testing programs in Idaho.
Laboratory. "Laboratory'' shall mean the place at which specialized devices, instruments and methods are used by trained
personnel to measure the concentration of alcohol in samples of blood, vitreous humor. urine. or beverages for law
Idaho Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedure
Issuing Authority---ISPFS Quality Manager
Revision 8 Effective I /8/20 l 5
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enforcement purposes.

MIP/MIC. '·MIP/MIC" shall mean an abbreviation used to designate minor in possession or minor in consumption of
alcohol.
Operator Certification. "Operator certification" shall mean the condition of having satisfied the training requirements for
administering breath alcohol tests as established by the department.
Operator. "Operator" shall mean an individual certified by the department as qualified by training to administer breath
alcohol tests.
Performance Verification. ''Performance verification.. shall mean a verification of the accura~c·
of he breath testing
instrument utilizing a performance verification standard. Performance verification should be repo , o three decimal
places. While ISPFS uses the term performance verification. manufacturers and others may use a. t
ch as ·'calibration
~~
check" or "simulator check."
Performance Verification Standard. '"Performance verification standard" shall mean
field performance verifications. The standard is provided by and/or approved by the depa

alcohol standard used for
t.

Proficiency Testing. "Proficiency testing'· shall mean a periodic'"''"""'" of blood,04.~ or other liquid specimen(s) whose
alcohol content is unknown to the testing laboratory, to evaluate the capability of~i'aboratory to perform accurate analysis
for alcohol concentration.
~

0

Quality Control. "Quality contror' shall mean an analysis of referenc
le,-w~9alcohol content i~ known, which is
performed with each batch of blood, vitreous humor. urine, or bevcra2,m alysis ~sure that the laboratory'~ determination
of alcohol concentration is reproducible and accurate.
•
~

CJ"<)

Recertification Class. "Rece11ification class'· shall mean/l~g ch~ fered by the department for currently certified
personnel, completion of which results in uninterrupted co1~uatio~0k1r BTO or BTS status for an additional 2 years.
Urine Akohol Analysis. "Urine alcohol analysis'' ~~~eai_xi~ysis of urine to determine the concentration of alcohol
present.

C::,~v e,V'

Waiting Period/Monitoring PeriodillfPJiirntior ~riod/Observation Period.
..Waiting Period/Monitoring
Period/Deprivation Period/Observation ~y, sh~¼individual titles used for the time period prior to administering a
breath alcohol test, in which an offinC)
~tors t~~~ subject/individual.

~~

0~

0

00

'J~

,oq

«
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Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedure
List of Revisions
SOP Section

Topic

Date of Revision

2

Delete reference to ALS

June l. 1995

2

0.02/0.20 solutions

June 1, 1995

3.2.1

Valid breath tests

2.1

Alco-Sensor calibration checks

October 23. 1995

P:,

2.2

. Ve May 1, 1996

~~

'f:..

Intoxilyzer 5000 Calibration Checks
Effective June, 1996

2.1.2

0.003 agreement

2.1.2

Operators may run calibration checkse.,~

2.1.2

Re-run a solution wlt11in 24 h ~

2.1

All 3 solutions run within~hou

2

All 3 solutions run

2.1.2

Re-running of 0utior~,,<:'

2.1

All solu~ui~tm
48-hour period
Refere,~--(o " t ~ removed

June l, 1996

·

~

o~
0iod

~

a ~~l

~olu~~un within a 48-hour period

0

2

0~

2

July I, 1996
September 6, I996
September 6, 1996
September 6, 1996
September 26. 1996

~0~

2

May 1. 1996

September 26, 1996
Oct. 8, 1996
September 26. 1996

M o ~ three calibration solutions

October 8, 1996

~tion values no longer called in to BFS

April 1. 1997

Alco-Sensor and lntoxilyzer 5000
calibration check

August 1, 1998

Calibration checks for the Intoxilyzer 5000

February 11, 1999

Name change, all references made to the
Bureau of Forensic Services were changed to
Idaho State Police Forensic Services.

August 1999

1.6

Record Management

August 1. 1999

2

Deleted sections on relocating, repairing, recalibrating,
and loaning of instruments from previous revision.

August I, I 999

2.1

2.2

~

,o~
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1.2, 2.1, 2.2
3

Alco-Sensor and Intoxilyzer 5000 calibration checks
Deleted sections on blood and urine samples
for alcohol determination

August 1, 1999
August I, 1999

1.6

Operator ce11ification record management

January 29, 2001

1,2, and 3
2.1, 2.2

Reformat numbering
Requirement for running 0.20 simulator solution

August 18, 2006

2.2.1. l.2.2

Changed 3-sample to ·'two print cards''.

November 27, 2006

2.2.1.1.2.2
2.1.2. I and 2.2.4

Deleted "simulator port'· and ·'two print cards".
Simulator temperature changed from ·'should''
to "must".

e,~ay 14, 2007

·CJ
~

May 14, 2007

2.2.1.1.2.2

Clarification of 0.20 calibration checks.

September 18, 2007

1.2

Added the Lifeloc FC20

February 13. 2008

l.5
February 13, 2008

2

February 13, 2008
2.2

February 13, 2008

2.

February 13, 2008

~ Ge1

Sections 1, 2, 3

Combined
A
nsor and Lifeloc sections. Specifically,
changed calibration requirement using the 0.20
reference solution from four (4) checks to two (2).

December 1, 2008

2.1. 4. 2
And 2.2.1 t"'(.

Cl ar;fi w;oac a ''cali hrn1 ;on check'· cons; sis of a
pair of samples in sequence and both samples
must be within the acceptable range before
proceeding with subject testing. A 0.20 solution
should be replaced every 20-25 samples. Clarified
the correct procedure for performing a calibration check.

January 14. 2009

2.1.3, 2.1.4.1. 2. l.9

Clarification: Added ''before and after'' to the 0.08 and
0.20 calibration checks, within 24 hours of a subject test.
The official time and date of the calibration check is the
time and date recorded on the printout. or the time and date

July 7, 2009

.....\

~

0

.2.H<P'?.2. 5

recorded in the log. whichever corresponds to the calibration
check referenced in section 2.1.3 or 2. 1.4. l.
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History Page
Revision#

Effective date

History

0

8/20/2010

The entire SOP was rewritten to incorporate language changes regarding
performance verifications, and to clear-up ambiguities associated with
the 0.20 verification and the relevance to cases not involving an l 88004C charge. Scope and safety sections were added. Troubleshooting,
MIP/MIC sections added.

1

8/27/2010

4.4.5, 4.6.1.1,
Deletions and/or additions to sections 2, 4.3.3, 4.4.
5.1.2, 5.1.4, 5.1.4.1, 5.1.5, 5.2.4, 5.2.5, 6, 6.2.1, ?x\.~-2.4, 7, 7.1, 7.1.1.
7.1.2, 7.1.2.2, 7.1.3, 7.1.4, 7.1.5, 8.
~

2

11/01/2010

Section 6.2 clarified for instrument specificit~ed sections 6.2.2.3. 6.2.2.3. l
and 6.2.2.4. added section 8.0 for the MIP/
.. procedure, clarified section
ocument to 6.0

3

4/23/2012

4

1/16/2013

5

8-20-13

6

10-6-14

7

1-7-15

8

1-8~~

,o'Q

ll:'~C:J.

0

Changes were made to the 01""'"•1rv and revision history to reflect a
change inadvertently left off of the revision 6 history.

«
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Quantitative Analysis for Alcohol in Breath by Approved
Breath Testing Instruments.

1

2

Scope
This method describes the Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS)
procedure, for use by agencies external to ISPFS, for the analysis ~reath for the
presence of volatile compounds using an approved breath testii~trument. This
~
method provides for the quantitative analysis of ethanol.
Following all the recommendations of this external
dure will establish the
scientific validity of the breath alcohol test. Failure to ~ all of the recommendations
within this procedure does not disqualify the breath a
ol test, but does allow for the
f undation of admissibility in
questioning of the breath alcohol tests as it pertain·
Breath Testing Specialist
court. The foundation can be set, through tesf
amifications of the deviation
expert or ISPFS expe11 in breath testing as t
from the procedure as written.

0
~G

3

«o

Safety

Within the discipline~bre,
oho! testing, the general biohazard safety
precautions should be fol
. Th~ due to the potential infectious materials that may
ur~e sampling of the breath. Caution should be taken
be ejected from the mo
that the expired breafjs no ~ted towards the officer or other unrelated bystander.
Other hazards tha
be
·ent include, but are not limited to, the use of compressed
gas cylinders
ab!
ho! solutions, or other volatile materials.

~
4

~G

Inst~'tnt a~ Operator Certification

0

ISPFS maintains a list of benchtop and portable instruments approved for
entiary testing use in Idaho. Each individual breath testing instrument must be
.t)"certified by ISPFS. CuJTently ISPFS approves the Lifeloc FC20, Intox 5000, Intox
~ 5000EN and Alco-Sensor instrument platforms. The breath alcohol test must be
administered by an operator (BTO or BTS) currently certified in the use of the
instrument. To ensure minimum standards are met, individual breath testing instruments,
Operators, and Breath Testing Specialists (BTS) must be approved and certified by the
Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS).
4.1

Approval of Breath Testing Instruments. In order to be approved and ce11ified
each instrument must meet the following minimum criteria:
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4.1. l

The instrument shall analyze a reference sample or analytical test
standard, the results of which must agree within +/- l 0% of the target
value or such limits set by ISPFS.

4.1.2

The certification procedures shall be adequate and appropriate for the
analysis of breath specimens for the determination of alcohol
concentration for law enforcement.

4.1.3

Any other tests deemed necessary to conectly and adequately evaluate the
instrument to give accurate results in routine breath alcohol testing.

~

4.2

The ISPFS may, for cause, remove a specific instrument by ~ l number from
evidential testing and suspend or withdraw certification the~

4.3

Operators:
Become certified by completing a 11"!'Jltng class approved by
ISPFS. Certification is for 2 calendar years. Certi · ~~~ will allow the Operator
to perform all functions required to obtain a v •
reath alcohol test. It is the
responsibility of the individual Operator torn
m their current certification; the
ISPFS may not notify Operators that their~ 1ca~~s about to expire.

~

2~9
pr~~~

4.3.1

Recertification for another
ISPFS approved Operat~r(,@;

4.3.2

If the individual f~~1ati~rily complete the class (including the
written and practi~ test Q; allows their certification status to expire,
he/she must re
he
or class in order to become certified.

4.3.3

If curren
r~fication is expired, the individual is not approved
to r~n- 5i nf
·eath alcohol tests on the instrument in question until
the ~ t o r ~ . is completed.

p.lric&'.)is achieved by completing an
end of the 2 years.

~1jl F'µ~ar~ no grace periods or provisions for extension of Operator
~t1f1cat10n.
T ~ Idaho State Police Forensic Services may revoke Operator
certification for cause. Examples of what may constitute grounds for
revocation may include falsification of records, failure to perform required
performance verification, failure to successfully pass an Operator
recertification class and failure to meet standards in performance of
proficiency tests.
NOTE: Individuals cert(fzed under previous revisions r?f this SOP (before
August 16, 2013) remain under the expiration dates specified in those
SOPs. Specifically, issued cards with expiration dates ol "the last day c~l
the 26th rn.onth following their certifkation" will be valid until the
expiration c1l that issued card. Alter July I, 2013 all certificates are
issued online by ISPFS with a two year expiration date.
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4.4

Breath Testing Specialists (BTS) are Operators who have completed an
advanced training class and are ISPFS-certified to perform routine instrument
maintenance. teach instrument operation skills and proctor proficiency tests for
instrument Operators.
4.4.1

BTS certification 1s obtained by completing an approved BTS training
class.

NOTE: The prior Operator status on a particular instrument requirement
is waivedfor new instrumentation.
4.4.2

BTS Certification is valid for 2 years.

4.4.3

If BTS certification is allowed to expire, he/sh
any BTS specific or Operator duties relating t

no longer perform
particular instrument.

4.4.3.1
BTS specific duties entail t:Ji~~aching of Operator skills,
proctoring of proficiency tests for O~~rs, and testifying as experts on
alcohol physiology and instrument i'i!i'tion i~ourt.

4.4.4

BTS certification is renewab~)t~~g an approved BTS training
class.
• V0
~

4.4.5

The Idaho State Po~
ens~~ vices may revoke BTS certification for
cause. Examples ~ w ~~~ constitute grounds for revocation may
include falsifi aeP of ,'\'WUS, failure to perform required performance
verification · · re t si'itcessfully pass a BTS recertification class and
failure t
s~1~
s in conducting Operator training and proctoring
proficief est~

~ ln~~uals certified under previous re1'isions of this SOP (before
ust

0~

(£;))1~~)

remain under the expiration dates specijzed in those
P
ecifically, issued cards with expiration dates of "the last day of
1
ti
month following their certification·· will be valid until the
expzration cd' that issued card. After July 1, 2013 all cert(ficates are
issued online by ISPFS with a two year expiration date.

r,'.<:J>.'9.

Adoption of a new instrument by an agency will require updating any BTS and

"'(.

Operators in that agency in the use of the new instrument.
4.5.1

A cu1Tently certified BTS may become a certified BTS for a new
instrument by completing an ISPFS approved BTS Instrumentation class
and proficiency test using the new instrument.

4.5.2

A currently certified Operator may certify on a new instrument by
completing an ISPFS approved Operator Instrumentation Class and
proficiency test using the new instrument.
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4.5.3

4.6

Individuals not cuITently certified as Operators must complete an
Operator Class for each approved instrument.

Record maintenance and management.

It is the responsibility of each
individual agency to store performance verification records, subject records,
maintenance records, instrument logs. or any other records as pertaining to the
evidentiary use of breath testing instruments and to maintain a cmTent record of
Operator certification.
4.6.1

It is the responsibility of the agency to see that the said records are stored
and maintained a minimum of (3) years in accorda~with IDAPA
11.03.01.

·~CJ

4.6.1.1 Records may be subject to periodic audit
Forensic Services.
4.6.2

The Idaho State Police Forensic Servic
storage of such records not generated

·~u

not be responsible for the

FS.
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5.

Performance Verification of Breath Testing Instruments
Performance verifications aid Operators, the Breath Testing Specialist (BTS) and
the Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS) in detennining if a breath testing
instrument is functioning correctly. Performance verifications are performed using a
performance verification standard. The standard is provided by and/or approved by
ISPFS. The certificate of analysis confirms the target value and acceptable range of the
standards used for the verification and includes the acceptable values for each standard.
Note: The ISPFS confirmed target values should be taken directly from the Certificate of
Analysis for each standard lot and not from the bottles/cylinders.

5.1

Ako-Sensor and Lifeloc FC20-Portable
Performance Verification

Instrument

5.1.1

The Alco-Sensor and
breath testing instrument
~ -ximately 0.08 and/or 0.20
performance verification is run us
peii'ormance verification standar~
ov·
by and/or approved by
« Q VQ
ISPFS.

5.1.2

The performance verifier~ u~~ the 0.08 and 0.20 performance
verification standards ~~t ~\~""samples.
5.1.2. l For the L1'<10~ ~ ' the performance verifications can be
obtaine ~in 2. ~h~r the appropriate screen located in the
cali
m
, or they can be performed as a regular test using
t
s
e or non-sequence data acquisition modes.

5.1.3

A ~ma~Qverification of the Alco-Sensor and Lifeloc FC20
i ~ ~ ; ; ~mg
,
a 0.08 or 0.20 performance verification standard must
,vpert
d within 24 hours, before or after, an evidentiary test to be
ap ·
for evidentiary use. Multiple breath alcohol tests may be
co
d by a single performance verification. Reference 5. I .4.1 for
clarification on the use of the 0.20 standard in this capacity.
5.1.3.1 A wet bath 0.08 performance verification standard should be
replaced with fresh standard approximately every 25 verifications
or every calendar month, whichever comes first.
5.1.3.2 A 0.08 dry gas performance verification standard should not be
used beyond its expiration date and does not need to meet the
requirements set forth in 5.1.3. I.

5.1.4

A 0.20 performance verification should be run and results logged once per
calendar month and replaced with fresh standard approximately every 25
verifications or until it reaches its expiration date, whichever comes first
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NOTE: The 0.20 performance verification was implemented for
the sole purpose of supporting the instruments· results for an 188004C charge. Failure to perform a monthly 0.20 performance
verification will not invalidate tests performed that yield results at
other levels or in charges other than 18-8004C.
5. l.4.1 A 0.20 dry gas performance verification standard should not be
used beyond its expiration date and does not need to be replaced in
accordance with the schedule set forth in 5. l.4.
5.1.4.2 The 0.20 performance verification satisfies ,thb~uirement for
performance verification within 24 hours .• ~ e or after, an
~"
evidentiary test at any level.

~

5. I .4.3 When a suspect provides a breath sa~~er a 0.20, the officer is
not required to conduct a perfor
ce verification using a 0.20
solution. as long as a perfor
verification was conducted
within 24 hours of the breath . ·1 p~eursuant to 5.1.3 and a 0.20
performance verification h~4'aleen
ormed pursuant to section
5.1.4.
0

«o

5.1.5

Acceptable results for '\ 0
r O.~Q.formance verification is a pair of
samples in sequence
®within +/- 109c of the performance
verification standa¢1 · et v
. Target values and ranges of acceptable
results are include<Nn a c
ate of analysis for each standard lot series,
available from,~~ISP .

~'1_1:f

NOTE:
~fii!p~ factors associated with changing a performance
verific . n stare~ the results of the initial performance verification may
not
v1thi~'e acceptable range, therefore the pe1formance verification
·
e r~~d until a pair of satisfactory results is obtained. However,
l:(jtfer a total of three test series for any standard (equivalent to six
test~ still unsatisfactory, contact the appropriate ISPFS Laboratory.
T~:trument shall not be used for evidentiary testing until the problem
is coJTected and performance verification results are within the acceptable
range. The suggested troubleshooting procedure should be followed if the
initial performance verification does not meet the acceptance criteria.
5.1.6

Temperature of the simulator must be between 33.5°C and 34.5°C in order
for the performance verification results to be valid.

NOTE: The simulator may need to warm for approximately 15 minutes
to ensure that the metal lid is also warm. If the lid is cold. condensation of
alcohol vapor may occur, producing low results.
5.1.7

Performance verification standards should be used prior to the expiration
date.
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NOTE: The passage of the expiration date does not immediately
invalidate the standard's target value. The use of an expired standard may
require, at the court's discretions, testimony as to the long term stability of
the alcohol standard in order to validate its usage past its expiration date.
5.1.8

An agency may run additional performance verification standard levels at
their discretion.

5.1.9

The official time and date of the performance verification is the time and
date recorded on the printout, or the time and date recorded in the log,
whi~hever corresponds to the performance verificatiweferenced in
sect10n 5.1.3 or 5.1.4.2.
• (J

Intoxilyzer 5000/EN Performance Verification

5.2

(:"'s
0

Intoxilyzer 5000/EN instruments must have a perf -~ce verification with each
thin the acceptable range for
evidentiary test. If the performance verification ~
the lot of standard being used, then the in
ent will be approved and the
resulting breath samples will be deemed v~ or ~~ntiary use.
5.2.1

Intoxilyzer 5000/EN perform~£> v(nfgtion is run using 0.08 and/or
0.20 performance verifict® stan~"'cr(provided by and/or approved by
ISPFS.
.t::::,.Q,

2f'

5.2.2

During each evide1~ry br
alcohol test using the Intoxilyzer 5000/EN,
I be performed as directed by the instrument
a performance ~<0J'icati\t1'
testing s ~ q
ti'# anc!Xc~rded as SIM CHK on the printout. If the SIM
CHK is
~~~'ic:ceptable range for the standard lot being used, the
testingoq enc~ abort and no breath samples will be obtained.

A;...,_~ s a ~ performance
'(di~ic standard should

verification using a 0.08 performance
be run and results logged each time a
~ sta~ ·s replaced with fresh standard (this is not a requirement but only
..._\ 0 a ~ that the instrument is connected correctly prior to an evidentiary
test being performed). A 0,08 performance verification standard should be
replaced with fresh standard approximately every I 00 samples or every
calendar month, whichever comes first.
5.2.3

0

0

O"Q

<'<:'

5.2.4

A 0.20 performance verification should be run and results logged once per
calendar month and replaced with fresh standard approximately every 25
verifications or until it reaches its expiration elate, whichever comes first.

NOTE: The 0.20 performance verification was implemented for the sole
purpose of supporting the instruments' results for an l 8-8004C charge.
Failure to perform a monthly 0.20 performance verification will not
invalidate tests perfonned that yield results at other levels or in charges
other than I 8-8004C.
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5.2.4. l When a suspect provides a breath sample over a 0.20, the officer is
not required to conduct a performance verification using a 0.20 solution,
as long as a performance verification was conducted pursuant to 5.2.2.
5.2.5

Acceptable results for an independent 0.08 or 0.20 performance
verification, which is not performed during a breath testing sequence, are a
pair of back-to-back samples that are both within +/- 10% of the
performance verification standard target value. Performance verifications
that are performed during a breath testing sequence are acceptable with a
single test result within +/- I 0%, of the standard target value. Target
values and ranges of acceptable results for each stan~lot series are
included in a certificate of analysis available from, the~S.

~~

NOTE: Due to external factors associated w~·t, nging a performance
verification standard the results of the initial
rmance verification may
not be within the acceptable range, theref~t e performance verification
may be repeated until a pair of satisfact~results is obtained. However,
if results after a total of three test ser~r~· standard (equivalent to six
opriate ISPFS Laboratory.
tests) are still unsatisfactory, cont\~the ·
The instrument should not J1~0:ecj...f0 videntiary testing until the
problem is conected andifi~1nancVerification results are within the
sug~d troubleshooting procedure if the
acceptable range. Follo}V
initial perfornrnnce v e ~ 101~not meet the acceptance criteria.
5.2.6

The official time~~ dat
date recorded~'<fie~~

5.2.7

Performa~',t~.ntiG.t1on strnnaa,ras """''""'
expira!e, dat\

5 .2. 8

1e performance verification is the time and
, or the time and date recorded in the log.

c!f'-

be

prior to the

~~at~ the simulator must be between 33.5°C and 34.5°C in order

~~the ~rmance verification results to be valid.

_5\.29

~

A~~cy may run additional performance verification standard levels at
their discretion.

5.2.10 The correct acceptable range limits and performance verification standard
lot number should be set in the instrument before proceeding with
evidentiary testing.
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6.

Evidentiary Testing Procedure
Proper testing procedure by certified Operators is necessary in order to provide
accurate results. Instruments used in Idaho measure alcohol in the breath, not the blood,
and report results as grams of alcohol in 210 liters of breath.
6.1

Prior to evidentiary breath alcohol testing, the subject/individual should be
monitored for fifteen ( 15) minutes. Any foreign objects/materials which have the
potential to enter the instrument/breath tube or may present a choking hazard
should be removed prior to the start of the 15 minute monitorin&,.reriod. During
the monitoring period the subject/individual should not be ,;®"w'ed to smoke,
drink, eat, or belch/burp/vomit/regurgitate.
·~G

NOTE: If a foreign object/material is left in the mc~uth~g the entirety of the
15 minute monitoring period, any potential extern,
hol contamination will
come into equilibrium with the subject/individuatt?,° water and/or dissipate so
as not to interfere with the results of the subseq~reath alcohol test.
6.1.1

The breath alcohol test must be a~ste~ev by an Operator currently
certified in the use of the instrurnef

6.1.2

False teeth, partial plates, bri~s or Co1Rarable dental work installed or
prescribed by a denti~t- ~raiciarb(l6'Ti'ot need to be removed to obtain a
valid test (see above ~ forA_--(2,i't'ication on foreign objects being left
in the mouth).

Q"\

0

6.1.3

o

'f....''

The Operator/~~ ~ct ~ d test in place of the breath alcohol test if
there is a (b.",1,ne i?~~-nplete the 15 minute monitoring period
successfu~

o

6.1.4

0
Durin~e mo~ng period, the Operator should be alert for any event
that~1H in~'n'ce the accuracy of the breath alcohol test.

~1/'.1
&
.V
-.\
~

~~perator should be aware of the possible presence of mouth
,~·fohol as indicated by the testing instrument. If mouth alcohol is
suspected or indicated, the Operator should begin another 15minute monitoring period before repeating the testing sequence.

6. l .4.2 If, during the 15-minute monitoring period, the subject/individual
vomits or regurgitates material from the stomach into the
subject/individual's breath pathway, the 15-minute monitoring
period should begin again.
6.1.4.3 If there is doubt as to the events occurring during the 15 minute
monitoring period, the officer should look at results of the
subsequent breath samples for evidence of potential alcohol
contamination. For clarification see section 6.2.2.2.
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6.2

A complete breath alcohol test includes two (2) valid breath samples taken
during the procedure and preceded by air blanks. The subsequent breath samples
performed with a portable breath testing instrument should be approximately 2
minutes apart or more (for the ASIII's and the FC20's). Refer to section 6.2.2.2.
NOTE: A deficient or insufficient sample does not automatically invalidate a test
sample.
If the subject/individual fails or refuses to provide a subsequent, adequate
sample as requested by the Operator, the single test result shall be
considered valid. If only a single test result is used, t~a fifteen (15)
minute observation period must be observed. Refer~.2.4 for further
'!,...~~
guidance.

6.2.1

6.2. I. I The Operator may repeat the testi~'?4uence as required by
circumstances.
6.2.1.2 For hygienic reasons, the Ope "
for each series of tests.
A third breath sample should~ c I '
more than 0.02.
•

6.2.2

Ve,

e;v

6.2.2.1 Unless mo~ ~ o l ~<;iiiicated or suspected, it is not necessary
to repeat th~ 5-mi~ monitoring period to obtain a third breath
sample~(o
6.2.2.2

'"'

T~~~s~ubsequent breath samples should coITelate within

AO't! to

'V

~

0

cate the absence of alcohol contamination in the
~\tlbj~ ividual's breath pathway, show consistent sample
>...'?:f deli~)': and indicates the absence of RFI as a contributing factor
breath results.

6.

e,~

In the event that all three samples fall outside the 0.02 correlation,
and the officer suspects that mouth alcohol could have been a
contributing factor, then they should restart the I 5 minute
observation period and retest the subject, or have blood samples
drawn.
6.2.2.3.1 If the officer does not suspect that mouth alcohol was
present, and that the sample variability was due to a lack
of subject cooperation in providing consistent samples as
requested, then the samples can be considered valid if all
three samples are above the per se limit of prosecution.

6.2.2.4 If the breath sample(s) provided cannot establish a 0.02 correlation
the officer may at their discretion elect to have a blood sample
drawn for analysis in lieu of retesting the subject's breath alcohol
concentration.
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6.2.3

The Operator should log test results and retain printouts, if any, for
possible use in court.

6.2.4

If a subject/individual fails or refuses to provide a subsequent. adequate
sample as requested by the Operator, the results obtained are still
considered valid by the ISPFS, provided the failure to supply the
requested samples was the fault of the subject/individual and not the
Operator.
6.2.4.1 Failure to provide a complete breath test due to the lack of 0.020
con-elation in the samples provided needs to be ~ly articulated
the subject and
that the lack of sample correlation was the fqu
not of the instrument or of the samples the
ves. The officer's
observations of the subject need to be cl
nough to explain any
discrepancies. Refer to 6.2.2.2 t ·
ne examples of 0.020
correlation deficiencies.

6.2.5

If the second or third samples are la~ g d re to instrument failure, the
Operator should attempt to utili~not
· nstrument or have blood
drawn.

«o

0
~(J
~G ~0
~

«o
0.

~0

~o
0~
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7.

Troubleshooting Procedure
Proper testing procedure by certified Operators is necessary in order to provide accurate
results.
7.1

Performance verification:
If, when performing the periodic performance
verification, the instrument falls outside the limits of the verification, the
troubleshooting guide should be used.

NOTE: This is a guide for troubleshooting performance verifications outside the
verification limits and the procedure is recommended to stream ·
nd isolate the
potential cause of the problem. Strict adherence to the guid ·
7 .1. I

The three sources of uncertainty when
rming the periodic
performance verifications using a wet bath s'i!j ator are in the simulator
setup and Operator technique. the simu
r performance verification
standard, and the instrument calibration ·

performance verification standard should be changed to a
fresh standard.
7.1.3.2 The standard should be warmed for approximately 15 minutes, or
until the temperature is within range, and the simulator lid is as
warm as the simulator jar.
7.1.3.3 The pe1formance verification may then be repeated.
7. I .4

If the third performance verification is outside the verification limits, the
instrument must be taken out of service and sent to the ISPFS or an
approved service provider.

7.1.5

Upon return from service, the instrument should be recertified by ISPFS
before being put back into service.
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7.2

Thermometers:
7.2.1

If a bubble forms in the thermometer, the Operator or BTS can place the
thermometer in a freezer to draw the mercury (or equivalent) into the bulb
of the thermometer. This should disperse the bubble.
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8. Minors in Possession/Minors in Consumption Procedure
Breath testing instruments certified by ISPFS are often used in investigating violations of
Idaho Code § 23-949 (punishment set forth by LC. § 18-1502) or Idaho Code § 23-604
(punishment set forth by I.C.18-1502), wherein a person under twenty-one (21) years of
age is deemed to have possessed and consumed alcohol. Unlike the Driving Under the
Influence statutes and their associations with per se limits of 0.08 and 0.20, a specific
level of alcohol is not required to prove a violation of J.C. § 23-949 or § 23-604. There is
no requirement that the State prove the person is impaired by alcohol. R~r, the
presence or absence of alcohol is a determining factor for proving t~e f~1se. Therefore,
there is a different standard operating procedure associated with thL ~e of charge. The
main purpose of the procedure outlined below is to rule out "mo
coho!" as a
potential contributing factor to the results given during the b ·
MIP/MIC cases.
•

V

8.1

15 minute observation period: The monitori~;ervation period is not required
for the MIP/MIC procedure.
The ,~seq~ samples, separated by
approximately 2 minutes or more a~... @)t'hin ~~.62 correlation, provide the
evidence of consistent sample deliver)(the a€Ji.Ye of "mouth alcohol" as well as
the absence of RFI (radio frequee_9)inter~nce) as a contributing factor to the
results of the breath test.
~ '!,....C:::,.0

8.2

MIP/MIC requirements:
8.2.1
certified
8.2.2

{?

~~I ~

~0

~ s t be administered by an operator currently
u~'l,t"fi'at instrument.

Th'iif!"-9u'#'9ed must be certified by ISPFS.

<., "8._~2.1 (l}9instrument only needs to be initially certified by ISPFS. Initial

~

C)' . ,~ertification shows that the instrument responds to alcohols and not

,C'\0

V

to acetone.

8.2.2.2 The instrument used does not need to meet other requirements set
forth in previous sections of this SOP. It does not need to be
checked regularly or periodically with any of the 0.08 or 0.20
standards.

Q""<

{?"

8.2.3

False teeth, partial plates. or bridges installed or prescribed by a dentist or
physician do not need to be removed to obtain a valid test.

8.2.4

The officer should have the individual being tested remove all loose
foreign material from their mouth before testing. The officer may allow
the individual to briefly rinse their mouth out with water prior to the
breath testing.
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8.2.5

8.3

Any material left in the mouth during the entirety of the breath testing
sampling could contribute to the results in the breath testing sequence.
(For clarification refer to section 8.1)

Procedure:
A complete breath alcohol test includes two (2) valid breath samples taken from
the subject and preceded by an air blank. The subsequent breath samples do not
need to be consecutive samples. The individual breath samples should be 2
minutes or more apart, to allow for the dissipation of potential mouth alcohol
contamination.

P:,

NOTE: A deficient or insufficient sample d~~t automatically
invalidate a test sample.
8.3.1

If the subject/individual fails or refuses to p
e a subsequent adequate
sample as requested by the operator,·~ single test result will be
considered valid. If only a single ~e~~lt is used, then a fifteen (15)
minute observation period must be o~ved.~

8.3.1. I ~he operator may r
0
circumstances.

thr~~g sequence as required by
~V

. c; -- .r.~

8.3.1.2 The operators
u.
ew mouthpiece for each individual and
.. complete set of breath testing samples).
for each se~ o t
8.3.2

A third breattrz:,.,~le ·
~
0.02.

0'<.j

uired if the first two results differ by more than

8.3.~QJe ~ for subsequent breath samples should correlate within
0.0~" i.ndicate the absence of alcohol contamination in the
J;~ct's breath pathway (mouth alcohol), show consistent sample
~
~'.ivery. and indicates the absence of RFI as a contributing factor
~0
to the breath results.

,u

)...flf

0<"

,o-Q

«

8.3.2.2 In the event that all three samples fall outside the 0.02 correlation,
and the officer suspects that mouth alcohol could have been a
contributing factor. then they should administer a 15 minute
observation period and then retest the subject. If mouth alcohol is
not suspected, then the officer may reinstruct the individual in the
proper breath sample technique and retest the subject without
administering a 15 minute observation.

8.3.3

The operator should manually log test results and/or retain printouts for
possible use in court.

8.3.4

The instrument should not be in passive mode for the testing of subjects
for the purposes of the previous sections.
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8.4

Passive mode:
8.4.1

The passive mode of testing using the Lifeloc FC20 or ASIII should be
used for testing liquids or containers of liquid for the presence or absence
of alcohol.

8.4.2

The passive mode can be used for screening purposes on individuals who
are required to provide breath samples whenever requested by a law
enforcement agency. Example may include but are not limited to:
probationers, work release, parolees, prison inmates, etc.
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Appendix C
6.0 Idaho Standard Operating Procedure
Breath Alcohol Testing
Revision 7 Effective l /7/2015

Idaho State Police
Forensic Services
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Glossary
Alcohol. "Alcohol" shall mean the chemical compounds of ethyl alcohol. methyl alcohol, or isopropyl alcohol.
Approved Vendor. "Approved vendor" shall mean a source/provider/manufacturer of an approved standard.
Blood Alcohol Analysis. "Blood alcohol analysis" shall mean an analysis of blood to determine the concentration of alcohol
present.
Breath Alcohol Analysis. "Breath alcohol analysis'" shall mean an analysis of breath to determine the concentration of
alcohol present.

Cr-..

Breath Alcohol Test. "Breath alcohol test'' shall mean a breath sample or series of separate breat,ti.€!,iples provided during a
·: ,.',.)
breath testing sequence.
j.'">~t """'

Breath Alcohol Testing Sequence. ''Breath alcohol testing sequence" shall mean a se9t1et}ci·of events a, determined by the
Idaho State Police Forensic Services, which may be directed by the instrument. the OpenJior. or both. and may consist of air
blanks, performance verification. internal standard checks. and breath samples.
·'
,;,"'

Breath Testing Certification Class. ·'Breath testing certification class" shall
prospective or uncertified breath alcohol Operators/Breath Testing Speciali
/

,_..,.. a departmcrit 'P)?rovcd training class for
('""~.....:~· ·>0_,> •. _.

,j~'"*..
/•·~+,>,.~~

~

·,;.

C(V) ,,.~~,,)

wt\

Breath Testing Specialist (BTS). "'Breath Testing Specialist" shall fu.e·
,c,pe1ator
!fas completed advanced training
approved by the department and are certified to perform routine ·
'1mq1, niatntena~¢.,.•teach instrument operation skills.
proctor proficiency tests for instrument Operators. and testit\i11( -::fo ex · m }-lcbbo'I physiology and instrument function
in court.

;'', (j";;;.

Calibration. "Calibration" shall mean a set of labcifutory
relationship between values indicated by a measuri
and the corresponding known values of a measu
Certificate of Analysis. ·'Certificate of
verification have been tested and apprQJA,t,.fiiir
traceable to N.tS.T. standard,.
· •

·h establish under specified conditions, the
system. or values represented by a material,

tificate stating the standards used for performance
are manufactured by an ISO l 7025:2005 vendor and are
.c<:'!' ~"

-~c;,,/ /'

l',f instrument calibration" shall mean a certificate stating that an
·evaluated by the ISPFS and found to be suitable for forensic alcohol
bration analyst at Idaho State Police Forensic Services. and the effective

hangeover fl,,.
a training class for currently certified Operators during which the
Changeover Cl
ory. operatiop. • proper testing procedure for a new make or model of instrument being adopted by
Operator is t,
ath Testing Specilffsts complete BTS training that qualifies them to perform BTS duties related to the new
their agenc
make or mode

Department. ''Department'' shall mean the Idaho State Police.
Evidentiary Test. '·Evidentiary test" shall mean a blood. breath. or urine test performed on a subject/individual for potential
evidentiary or legal purposes. A distinction is made between evidentiary testing and non-quantitative screening/monitoring.
Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS). "'Idaho State Police Forensic Services'' shall mean a division of the Idaho
State Police. ISPFS is dedicated to providing forensic science services to the criminal justice system of Idaho. ISPFS is the
administrative body for the blood and breath alcohol testing programs in Idaho.
Laboratory. "Laboratory'' shall mean the place at which specialized devices, instruments and methods are used by trained
personnel to measure the concentration of alcohol in samples of blood, vitreous humor. urine. or beverages for law
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enforcement purposes.

MIP!'.MIC. "MIP/MIC'' shall mean an abbreviation used to designate minor rn possession or minor in consumption of
alcohol.

Operator Certification. "Operator certification" shall mean the condition of having satisfied the training requirements for
administering breath alcohol tests as established by the department.

Operator. "Operator" shall mean an individual certified by the department as qualified by training to administer breath
alcohol tests.

Performance Verification.

"Performance verification" shall mean a verification of the accurac;:: of the breath testing
instrument utilizing a pe.'rforrnance verification standard. Performance verification should be ~):ed to three decimal
places. While ISPFS uses the term performance verification. manufacturers and others may u0
*:{~m such as ·'calibration
'
check" or ''simulator check.''
{

Performance Verification Standard. '·Performance verification standard'' shall m~~~,·~thyl alcohol standard used for
field performance verifications. The standard is provided by and/or approved by the }.Jepartment.
+

Proficiency Testing. "Proficiency testing·· shall mean a periodic analysis of bl

l ';

uid specimen(s) whose
rform accurate analysis

alcohol content is unknown to the testing laboratory, to evaluate the capabil'
for alcohol concentration.

.-:"',.
Quality Control. "Quality control'' shall mean an analysis of referer~

an
performed With each batch of blood, Vitreous humor, urine, Or bexettse amU~'S
of alcohol concentration is reproducible and accurate.
~>-i,~.l

... r·0··

Recertification Class. ·'Recertification class" shall me{o,la'i:{air ·
personnel, completion of which results in uninterrur,
o~itinu
Urine Alcohol Analysis. "Urine alcohol anal)/;;

v'!.,

j

.<··. "" ./"'\,
by the department for currently certified
0 or BTS status for an additional 2 years.
of urine to determine the concentration of alcohol

present.

Waiting

Period/Monitoring

Peri

Period/Deprivation Period/Observat·
breath alcohol test. in which an 9

Period.
'·Waiting Period/Monitoring
ividual titles used for the time period prior to administering a
ject/individual.
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Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedure
List of Revisions
SOP Section

Topic

Date of Revision

2

Delete reference to ALS

June I, 1995

2

0.02/0.20 solutions

June 1. 1995

3.2.1

Valid breath tests

October 23. 1995

2.1

Alco-Sensor calibration checks

May I, 1996

2.2

2.1.2

Intoxilyzer 5000 Calibration Checks
Effective June. 1996
0.003 agreement

May I, 1996

June 1, 1996

2.1.2

July I, 1996

2.1.2

September 6, 1996

2.1

September 6. 1996

2

September 6. 1996

2.1.2

September 26. 1996

2.1

September 26, 1996
Oct. 8. 1996

2

September 26. 1996

2
2
2.1

calibration solutions
values no longer called in to BFS
,
a-Sensor and Intoxilyzer 5000
"•s,¼t'Salibration check

October 8. 1996
April 1. 1997
August 1, 1998

Calibration checks for the Intoxilyzer 5000

February 1 l. 1999

Name change, all references made to the
Bureau of Forensic Services were changed to
Idaho State Police Forensic Services.

August 1999

1.6

Record Management

August 1. 1999

2

Deleted sections on relocating, repairing, recalibrating,
and loaning of instruments from previous revision.

August I, 1999

2.2
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L2, 2.1, 2.2
3

Alco-Sensor and lntoxilyzer 5000 calibration checks
Deleted sections on blood and urine samples
for alcohol determination

August 1, 1999
August l, 1999

1.6

Operator certification record management

January 29. 2001

1,2. and 3
2.1, 2.2

Reformat numbering
Requirement for running 0.20 simulator solution

August 18, 2006

2 'J.1.1.?."'

Changed 3-sample to ·'two print cards''.

November 27. 2006

2.2.1.1.2.2
2.1.2. I and 2.2.4

Deleted "simulator port'' and ·'two print cards".
Simulator temperature changed from ·'should''
to '·must".

May 14, 2007
May 14, 2007

2.2.1.1.2.2

Clarification of 0.20 calibration checks.

September 18, 2007

1.2

Added the Lifeloc FC20

February 13, 2008

1.5

Deleted requirement that the new incnnxrr;p
utilize the same technology if
certified

February 13. 2008

2

Modified the accepted
+/- I 0%, eliminati

"Established targ
from those s

February 13, 2008

2.2

February 13, 2008

2.

February 13, 2008

Sections I, 2, 3

at for clarification. Combined
and Lifeloc sections. Specifically,
calibration requirement using the 0.20
nee solution from four (4) checks to two (2).

December 1, 2008

2.1.4,
And 2.2.10

Clarification: a "calibration check" consists of a
pair of samples in sequence and both samples
must be within the acceptable range before
proceeding with subject testing. A 0.20 solution
should be replaced every 20-25 samples. Clarified
the correct procedure for performing a calibration check.

January 14. 2009

2.1.3, 2.1.4. L 2.1.9

Clarification: Added "bejbre and qfter'' to the 0.08 and
0.20 calibration checks, within 24 hours of a subject test.
The official time and date of the calibration check is the
time and date recorded on the printout. or the time and date
recorded in the log. whichever corresponds to the calibration
check referenced in section 2. 1.3 or 2. 1.4. l.

July 7. 2009
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History Page
Revision#

Effective date

History

0

8/20/2010

The entire SOP was rewritten to incorporate language changes regarding
performance verifications, and to clear-up ambiguities associated with
the 0.20 verification and the relevance to cases not involving an I 88004C charge. Scope and safety sections were added. Troubleshooting,
MIP/MIC sections added.

8/27/2010

Deletions and/or additions to sections 2, 4.3.3, 4.
5.1.2, 5.1.4, 5.1.4.1, 5.1.5, 5.2.4. 5.2.5, 6, 6.2.l
7.1.2, 7.1.2.2, 7.1.3, 7.1.4, 7.1.5, 8.
{~,\

2

11/01/2010

3

4/23/2012

Section 6.2 clarified for instrument speciffeift, added sections 6.2.2.3. 6.2.2.3. l
·· MIC procedure. clarified section
and 6.2.2.4. added section 8.0 for the
document to 6.0
5.1.3 for the use of 0.20 solutions, r
~-;;'~~~~·
't.
Section 5.0 modified to better tMlct c
· •es and be in agreement with
nrt'ti'1ixed~
ated 5.2.5 to clarify
AM 1.0 for certification (of_r;.,._.,_
r 1
performance verificationM'."'
(' :,..,,,

4

1/16/2013

5

8-20-13

s: Glo~sary. 2. 3, 4. 4.3. 4.3.1, 4.3.4. 4.4, 4.4. l,
. 4.5.1. 4.5.2. 5. 5.1.2.l. 5.l.3.1, 5.1.3.2, 5.1.4.l •
. I, 6. 1.3, 6. I .4.1. 6.1.4.2, 6. l .4.3, 6.2, 6.2.1, 6.2.2. I.

6

10-6-14

4, 5.1 (note). 6.2, 6.2.1. 6.2.1.2. 6.2.2, 8.2.5,

l'*<r

7

.4.3, 4.4.5, 4.6.1.1,
.3, 6.2.4, 7, 7.1, 7.1.1,

,Q:/~

sc1. , cope, Safety, 4.3, 4.3.3, 4.4. 4.4.1,
4. 5.2.5. 5.2. l 0. 6.1.2. 6.1.4, 6. l .4.1 .
.4, 7. I. I. Sections 4.4.3. l. 5. l .4.2. 5.2.4. I,

'S

were made to section 5.1.7 and a note of clarification was added to the
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Quantitative Analysis for Alcohol in Breath by Approved
Breath Testing Instruments.

1

Scope

2

This method describes the Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS)
procedure, for use by agencies external to ISPFS. for the analx ··
f breath for the
presence of volatile compounds using an approved breath
This
method provides for the quantitative analysis of ethanol.
procedure will establish the
Following all the recommendations of this exte1
scientific validity of the breath alcohol test. Failure t Jpeet all of the recommendations
within this procedure does not disqualify the brea .
oho! test.
t does allow for the
questioning of the breath alcohol tests as it pei;~¾lj9s-·to tf~ found
of admissibility in
court. The foundation can be set, througp i't~sfi1no 'Yb;, .
ath Testing Specialist
ial/&rni'fications of the deviation
expert or ISPFS expe11 in breath testing as{ro'"lhe
from the procedure as written.
''
'•((

Safety

3

Within
precautions should be
be ejected from the rnouth
that the expired l;i~atl1
Other hazards'%. 1 ""'·
gas cylinde~,··

"¢:*'<. '\

,il~~nol testing, the general biohazard safety
ifll~te'to the potential infectious materials that may
tqe·i·a'fiipling of the breath. Caution should be taken
ir(cri<'.I/towards the officer or other unrelated bystander.
f'l~clude, but are not limited to, the use of compressed
·solutions, or other volatile materials.
'¾,.,.,

;£

(~~~, ~
7/':~¾1;:,,/

· , perator Certification

4
;'

ISPFS

tains a list of benchtop and portable instruments approved for
use in Idaho. Each individual breath testing instrument must be
certified by ISPFS. Currently ISPFS approves the Lifeloc FC20, Intox 5000, Intox
5000EN and Alco-Sensor instrument platforms. The breath alcohol test must be
administered by an operator (BTO or BTS) currently certified in the use of the
instrument. To ensure minimum standards are met, individual breath testing instruments,
Operators, and Breath Testing Specialists (BTS) must be approved and certified by the
Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS).

i:;_,f\ evidentiary tes
•

4.1

Approval of Breath Testing Instruments. In order to be approved and ce1tified
each instrument must meet the following minimum criteria:
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4.1.1

The instrument shall analyze a reference sample or analytical test
standard, the results of which must agree within +/- l 0% of the target
value or such limits set by ISPFS.

4.1.2

The certification procedures shall be adequate and appropriate for the
analysis of breath specimens for the determination of alcohol
concentration for law enforcement.

4.1.3

Any other tests deemed necessary to conectly and adequately evaluate the
instrument to give accurate results in routine breath alcohol testing.

4.2

The ISPFS may, for cause, remove a specific instrumevt
evidential testing and suspend or withdraw certificatio~,.t.i

4.3

Operators:
Become certified by completing (lo/~{r!1ini ng class approved by
ISPFS. Certification is for 2 calendar years. C ·fitation will allow the Operator
d breath · lcohol test. It is the
to perform all functions required to obtain , · n their~
nt certification; the
responsibility of the individual Operator
f
ISPFS may not notify Operators that t
)~,,.
out to expJre.

number from

,,.,,v½::-¾,

8:_,,%

'\, -G

4.3.l

•

//

iod/\~}i.[hieved by completing an

wttte)3~d of the 2 years.
7

4.3.2

complete the class (including the
s their certification status to expire,
ass in order to become certified.

4.3.3

ic!tion is expired, the individual is not approved
alcohol tests on the instrument in question until
)mpleted.
no grace periods or provisions for extension of Operator

State Police Forensic Services may revoke Operator
rcation for cause. Examples of what may constitute grounds for
ocation may include falsification of records, failure to perform required
performance verification, failure to successfully pass an Operator
recertification class and failure to meet standards in performance of
proficiency tests.
NOTE: Individuals certified under previous revisions of this SOP (before
August 16, 2013) remain under the expiration dates specified in those
SOPs. Specifically, issued cards with expiration dates qf "the last day of
the 2611, month following their certification" will he valid until the
expiration cl that issued card. After July 1, 2013 all certificates are
issued online by ISPFS with a two year expiration date.
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4.4

Breath Testing Specialists (BTS) are Operators who have completed an
advanced training class and are ISPFS-certified to perform routine instrument
maintenance. teach instrument operation skills and proctor proficiency tests for
instrument Operators.
4.4. l

BTS certification 1s obtained by completing an approved BTS training
class.
NOTE: The prior Operator status on a particular instrument requirement
is waivedfor new instrumentation.

4.4.2

BTS Certification is valid for 2 years.

4.4.3

If BTS certification is allowed to expire. hej~h? may no longer perfonn
any BTS specific or Operator duties relatir~,t:p1hat particular instrument.

0

0

1.c0F

4.4.3. l
BTS specific duties enta
proctoring of proficiency tests for
alcohol physiology and instrum
4.4.4

BTS certification is
class.

4.4.5

The Idaho State

of Operator skills,
'fying as experts on

may revoke BTS certification for
stitute grounds for revocation may
ailure to perform required performance
·ully pass a BTS recertification class and
conducting Operator training and proctoring

certifzecl under previous revisions of this SOP ( before
remain under the expiration dates specified in those
·ally. issued cards with expiration dates of "the last day of
ontlz following their cert(fication" will be valid until the
on of that issued card. After July 1, 2013 all cert(ficates are
online by ISPFS with a two year expiration date.

Adoption of a new instrument by an agency will require updating any BTS and
Operators in that agency in the use of the new instrument.
4.5. l

A cun-ently certified BTS may become a certified BTS for a new
instrument by completing an JSPFS approved BTS Instrumentation class
and proficiency test using the new instrument.

4.5.2

A cun-ently certified Operator may certify on a new instrument by
completing an ISPFS approved Operator Instrumentation Class and
proficiency test using the new instrument.
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4.5.3

4.6

Individuals not currently certified as Operators must complete an
Operator Class for each approved instrument.

Record maintenance and management.
It is the responsibility of each
individual agency to store performance verification records, subject records,
maintenance records, instrument logs. or any other records as pertaining to the
evidentiary use of breath testing instruments and to maintain a current record of
Operator certification.
4.6.1

It is the responsibility of the agency to see that the said records are stored
and maintained a minimum of (3) years in acco
ce with IDAPA
11.03.01.
4.6.1.1 Records may be subject to periodic a
Forensic Services.

the Idaho State Police

4.6.2
storage of such records not
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5.

Performance Verification of Breath Testing Instruments
Performance verifications aid Operators, the Breath Testing Specialist (BTS) and
the Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS) in determining if a breath testing
instrument is functioning correctly. Performance verifications are performed using a
pedormance verification standard. The standard is provided by and/or approved by
ISPFS. The certificate of analysis confirms the target value and acceptable range of the
standards used for the verification and includes the acceptable values for each standard.
Note: The ISPFS confirmed target values should be taken directly from the Certificate of
Analysis for each standard lot and not from the bottles/cylinders.

5.1

Alco-Sensor and Lifeloc
Performance Verification

FC20-Portable

5 .1.1

The Alco-Sensor and
pe1formance verification is
performance verification
ISPFS.

5.1.2

The performance v
verification stand

Testing

Instrument

testing instrument
0.08 and/or 0.20

and 0.20 performance

e performance verifications can be
e appropriate screen located in the
ey can be performed as a regular test using
non-sequence data acquisition modes.
fication of the Alco-Sensor and Lifeloc FC20
0.08 or 0.20 performance verification standard must
ithin 24 hours, before or after, an evidentiary test to be
cvidentiary use. Multiple breath alcohol tests may be
y a single performance verification. Reference 5.1.4. l for
tion on the use of the 0.20 standard in this capacity .
.3.1 A wet bath 0.08 performance verification standard should be
replaced with fresh standard approximately every 25 verifications
or every calendar month, whichever comes first.
5.1.3.2 A 0.08 dry gas performance verification standard should not be
used beyond its expiration date and does not need to meet the
requirements set forth in 5.1.3.1.
5. 1.4

A 0.20 performance verification should be run and results logged once per
calendar month and replaced with fresh standard approximately every 25
verifications or until it reaches its expiration date, whichever comes first
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NOTE: The 0.20 performance verification was implemented for
the sole purpose of supporting the instruments· results for an 188004C charge. Failure to perform a monthly 0.20 performance
verification will not invalidate tests performed that yield results at
other levels or in charges other than l 8-8004C.
5.1.4.1 A 0.20 dry gas performance verification standard should not be
used beyond its expiration date and does not need to be replaced in
accordance with the schedule set forth in 5.1.4.
5.1.4.2 The 0.20 performance verification satisfies
performance verification within 24
evidentiary test at any level.

requirement for
fore or after, an

5.1.4.3 When a suspect provides a breath sarnITlle over a 0.20, the officer is
not required to conduct a perf µiance verification using a 0.20
solution. as long as a perf
ce verifi ·1tion was conducted
within 24 hours of the br
to 5.1.3 and a 0.20
performance
5.1.4.
J"'"":t

5.1.5

Acceptable results fof·~_dfds o
samples in sequepc~:::tflat
verification stancfarfft1r

di

efr~~'rnance verification is a pair of
thin +/- 10% of the performance
rtrget values and ranges of acceptable
'Of analysis for each standard lot series.

:a'ctors associated with changing a performance
results of the initial performance verification may
/~/a ptable range, therefore the performance verification
t~.d';until a pair of satisfactory results is obtained. However,
"·total of three test series for any standard (equivalent to six
unsatisfactory, contact the appropriate ISPFS Laboratory.
ment shall not be used for evidentiary testing until the problem
cted and performance verification results are within the acceptable
,r
The suggested troubleshooting procedure should be followed if the
'!mtial performance verification does not meet the acceptance criteria.
1

5.1.6

Temperature of the simulator must be between 33.5°C and 34.5°C in order
for the performance verification results to be valid.

NOTE: The simulator may need to warm for approximately 15 minutes
to ensure that the metal lid is also warm. If the lid is cold, condensation of
alcohol vapor may occur, producing low results.
5.1.7

Performance verification standards should be used prior to the expiration
date.
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NOTE: The passage of the expiration date does not immediately
invalidate the standard's target value. The use of an expired standard may
require, at the court" s discretions, testimony as to the long term stability of
the alcohol standard in order to validate its usage past its expiration date.

5 .2

5.1.8

An agency may run additional performance verification standard levels at
their discretion.

5.1.9

The official time and date of the performance verification is the time and
date recorded on the printout, or the time and date recorded in the log,
whichever corresponds to the performance verifi · n referenced in
section 5.1.3 or 5.1.4.2.

Intoxilyzer 5000/EN Performance Verification
Intoxilyzer 5000/EN instruments must have a Rer,formance verification with each
evidentiary test. If the performance verificati!JJ!';f§ within tht acceptable range for
.
ent wit,l,~'6:e approved and the
the lot of standard being used, then th
i<;lry use.
resulting breath samples will be deeme
5.2.1

5.2.2

Intoxilyzer 5000/EN per
0.20 performance verific
lSPFS.

is run using 0.08 and/or
vided by and/or approved by

ol test using the lntoxilyzer 5000/EN,
performed as directed by the instrument
as SIM CHK on the printout. If the SIM
ptable range for the standard lot being used, the
rt and no breath samples will be obtained.
{;J)erformance verification using a 0.08 performance
ndard should be run and results logged each time a
eflaced with fresh standard (this is not a requirement but only
t the instrument is connected correctly prior to an evidentiary
g performed). A 0.08 performance verification standard should be
ed with fresh standard approximately every 100 samples or every
endar month, whichever comes first.

5.2.4

A 0.20 performance verification should be run and results logged once per
calendar month and replaced with fresh standard approximately every 25
verifications or until it reaches its expiration date, whichever comes first.

NOTE: The 0.20 performance verification was implemented for the sole
purpose of supporting the instruments' results for an 18-8004C charge.
Failure to perform a monthly 0.20 performance verification will not
invalidate tests performed that yield results at other levels or in charges
other than l 8-8004C.
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5.2.4. l When a suspect provides a breath sample over a 0.20, the officer is
not required to conduct a performance verification using a 0.20 solution,
as long as a performance verification was conducted pursuant to 5.2.2.
5.2.5

Acceptable results for an independent 0.08 or 0.20 performance
verification, which is not performed during a breath testing sequence, are a
pair of back-to-back samples that are both within +/- 10% of the
performance verification standard target value. Performance verifications
that are performed during a breath testing sequence are acceptable with a
single test result within +/- l 0% of the standard target value. Target
:'alues a~d rang~s. of acc_eptable_ resu~ts for _each s~ard lot series are
mcluded ma cert1f1cate of analysis available from 1 thlf·y1SPFS.

"+,,,\'::¾,J
NOTE: Due to external factors associatec:L ,.. ·~hanging a performance
verification standard the results of the initi'a[~erformance verification may
not be within the acceptable range, the {[Jre the performance verification
may be repeated until a pair of sati~J:(
results · obtained. However,
if results after a total of three test iifies
any sta~ cl (equivalent to six
tests) are still unsatisfactory
··act t
p
ate ISPFS Laboratory.
The instrument should n
\' · entiary testing until the
problem is corrected an
ation results arc within the
acceptable range. Fo
ubleshooting procedure if the
initial performan~"
meet the acceptance criteria.

"~*><~
5.2.6

The official t'

and

rformance verification is the time and
the time and elate recorded in the log.

{[ simulator must be between 33.5°C and 34.5°C in order

may run additional performance verification standard levels at

e correct acceptable range limits and performance verification standard
lot number should be set in the instrument before proceeding with
evidentiary testing.
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6.

Evidentiary Testing Procedure
Proper testing procedure by certified Operators is necessary in order to provide
accurate results. Instruments used in Idaho measure alcohol in the breath, not the blood,
and report results as grams of alcohol in 210 liters of breath.
6.1

Prior to evidentiary breath alcohol testing, the subject/individual should be
monitored for fifteen ( 15) minutes. Any foreign objects/materials which have the
potential to enter the instrument/breath tube or may present a choking hazard
should be removed prior to the start of the 15 minute monitoring period. During
the monitoring period the subject/individual should not
lowed to smoke,
drink, eat, or belch/burp/vomit/regurgitate.

NOTE: If a foreign object/material is left in the mo
uring the entirety of the
15 minute monitoring period, any potential ext
ticohol contamination will
come into equilibrium with the subject/individu s·body water and/or dissipate so
t breath alcohol test.
as not to interfere with the results of the subs
6.1 . I
6.1.2

The breath alcohol test must
certified in the use of the insJr

Operator currently
nt.

¾«(

False teeth, partial platesib,ndgqs
prescribed by a denti~t$!~~hysifi}n
valid test (see abov(}··NOTEtfo1;·c
'%, )
-,,_ *>
in the mouth). ·(} +,..
·,.
:>'?,,

d9

.
le dental work installed or
rlot)1eed to be removed to obtain a
~ation on foreign objects being left
0

'--'

""'"it

6.1.3

st in place of the breath alcohol test if
ete the 15 minute monitoring period

6.1.4

riod, the Operator should be alert for any event
e accuracy of the breath alcohol test.
ator should be aware of the possible presence of mouth
as indicated by the testing instrument. If mouth alcohol is
(siy;pected or indicated, the Operator should begin another 15"~""""/
inute monitoring period before repeating the testing sequence .
.4.2 If, during the 15-minute monitoring period, the subject/individual
vomits or regurgitates material from the stomach into the
subject/individual's breath pathway, the IS-minute monitoring
period should begin again.
6.1.4.3 If there is doubt as to the events occurring during the 15 minute
monitoring period, the officer should look at results of the
subsequent breath samples for evidence of potential alcohol
contamination. For clarification see section 6.2.2.2.
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6.2

A complete breath alcohol test includes two (2) valid breath samples taken
during the procedure and preceded by air blanks. The subsequent breath samples
performed with a portable breath testing instrument should be approximately 2
minutes apart or more (for the ASIII's and the FC20's). Refer to section 6.2.2.2.
NOTE: A deficient or insufficient sample does not automatically invalidate a test
sample.
6.2. l

If the subject/individual fails or refuses to provide a subsequent, adequate
sample as requested by the Operator, the single test result shall be
a fifteen (15)
considered valid. If only a single test result is
~*~"""'" 6.2.4 for further
minute observation period must be observed.
guidance.

6.2. l. I The Operator may repeat the
circumstances.
6.2.1.2 For hygienic reasons, the
for each series of tests.
6.2.2

a

new mouthpiece

A third breath sample
more than 0.02.
ted or suspected, it is not necessary
Itoring period to obtain a third breath

equent breath samples should correlate within
the absence of alcohol contamination in the
ar s breath pathway, show consistent sample
indicates the absence of RFI as a contributing factor
ath results.
e event that all three samples fall outside the 0.02 correlation,
the officer suspects that mouth alcohol could have been a
contributing factor, then they should restart the 15 minute
observation period and retest the subject, or have blood samples
drawn.
6.2.2.3.1 If the officer does not suspect that mouth alcohol was
present, and that the sample variability was due to a lack
of subject cooperation in providing consistent samples as
requested, then the samples can be considered valid if all
three samples are above the per se limit of prosecution.
6.2.2.4 If the breath sample(s) provided cannot establish a 0.02 couelation
the officer may at their discretion elect to have a blood sample
drawn for analysis in lieu of retesting the subject's breath alcohol
concentration.
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6.2.3

The Operator should log test results and retain printouts, if any, for
possible use in court.

6.2.4

If a subject/individual fails or refuses to provide a subsequent. adequate
sample as requested by the Operator, the results obtained are still
considered valid by the ISPFS. provided the failure to supply the
requested samples was the fault of the subject/individual and not the
Operator.

6.2.4. l Failure to provide a complete breath test due to the lack of 0.020
conelation in the samples provided needs to
!early articulated
of the subject and
that the lack of sample correlation was th.e ·
not of the instrument or of the samples
selves. The officer's
observations of the subject need to J?
ar enough to explain any
discrepancies. Refer to 6.2.2.2 (
some examples of 0.020
conelation deficiencies.
6.2.5

If the second or third samples a
Operator should attempt to
drawn.

rument failure, the
ument or have blood
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7.

Troubleshooting Procedure
Proper testing procedure by certified Operators is necessary in order to provide accurate
results.
7. I

Performance verification:
If, when performing the periodic performance
verification, the instrument falls outside the limits of the verification, the
troubleshooting guide should be used.

NOTE: This is a guide for troubleshooting performance verifications outside the
verification limits and the procedure is recommended to stre
potential cause of the problem. Strict adherence to the gH·

7.1.1

e and isolate the
es is not required.

The three sources of uncertainty wh
performing the periodic
performance verifications using a wet bat
mulator are in the simulator
setup and Operator technique, the stiQ~llator performance verification
standard, and the instrument cal ibratjqfC,1tself.
'%

7 .1.2

Jb'e

If the first performance verifiyafion is
verification limits, the
simulator setup and techniq'tit bf tge
be;forming the verification
should be evaluated. Th_~;(;,¥11°ulatp1
t:Yevaluated to ensure that it is
hooked up properly,";4Jsti;( shpiti'ho:,es'. s· properlv warmed, is within
temperature. the Qe€)lt~ir bl(,i\J;t~cl1q}'que is not to(/hard or soft. and that
the Operator doCS'qot st
··nm after the sample is taken.

nTlf'[nie-{·erification is within the verification limits on
~fy•:~thl instrument passes the performance verification.
P

<-y

/

-<v

l(~'~f6rmance verification is outside the verification limits,
... nilance verification standard should be evaluated next.
•/',,+/!

verification standard should be changed to a

.3.2 The standard should be warmed for approximately 15 minutes, or
until the temperature is within range, and the simulator lid is as
warm as the simulator jar.
7. l .3 .3 The performance verification may then be repeated.
7 .1.4

If the third performance verification is outside the verification limits, the
instrument must be taken out of service and sent to the ISPFS or an
approved service provider.

7. 1.5

Upon return from service, the instrument should be recertified by JSPFS
before being put back into service.
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7.2

Thermometers:
7.2. l

If a bubble forms in the thermometer, the Operator or BTS can place the

thermometer in a freezer to draw the mercury (or equivalent) into the bulb
of the thermometer. This should disperse the bubble.
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8. Minors in Possession/Minors in Consumption Procedure
Breath testing instruments certified by ISPFS are often used in investigating violations of
Idaho Code § 23-949 (punishment set forth by LC. § 18-1502) or Idaho Code § 23-604
(punishment set forth by I.C.18- I 502), wherein a person under twenty-one (21) years of
age is deemed to have possessed and consumed alcohol. Unlike the Driving Under the
Influence statutes and their associations with per se limits of 0.08 and 0.20, a specific
level of alcohol is not required to prove a violation of I.C. § 23-949 or§ 23-604. There is
no requirement that the State prove the person is impaired by alcohol.,;:j\ather, the
presence or absence of alcohol is a determining factor for proving Jli~:;jffense. Therefore,
there is a different standard operating procedure associated with trils1type of charge. The
main purpose of the procedure outlined below is to rule out )~Qtil:h alcohol" as a
potential contributing factor to the results given during theJ1iefith testing done for
·'"'
MIP/MIC cases.
8.1

ht/o

0

15 minute observation period: The monitQ'£J
riod is not required
for the MIP/MIC procedure.
. 14~()sub~
ples, separated by
correlation, provide the
approximately 2 minutes or more{i1ritl)wjthifi)r . •· .
evidence of consistent sample dej~vefy, tJ1da8septe['gf ·'mouth alcohol" as well as
the absence of RPI (radio fq:qQ 911ty i~aj'rfe~~nte)\as a contributing factor to the
"·,.>
'" ,h.,,.•
results of the breath test.
0

8.2

MIP/MIC requireme
8.2.1

be certified by ISPFS.
rument only needs to be initially certified by ISPFS. Initial
1cation shows that the instrument responds to alcohols and not

.~.2 The instrument used does not need to meet other requirements set
forth in previous sections of this SOP. It does not need to be
checked regularly or periodically with any of the 0.08 or 0.20
standards.
8.2.3

False teeth, partial plates, or bridges installed or prescribed by a dentist or
physician do not need to be removed to obtain a valid test.

8.2.4

The officer should have the individual being tested remove all loose
foreign material from their mouth before testing. The officer may allow
the individual to briefly rinse their mouth out with water prior to the
breath testing.
Idaho Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedure
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8.2.5

8.3

Any mateJial left in the mouth during the entirety of the breath testing
sampling could contribute to the results in the breath testing sequence.
(For clarification refer to section 8.1)

Procedure:
A complete breath alcohol test includes two (2) valid breath samples taken from
the subject and preceded by an air blank. The subsequent breath samples do not
need to be consecutive samples. The individual breath samples should be 2
minutes or more apart, to allow for the dissipation of potential mouth alcohol
contamination.
not automatically

NOTE: A deficient or insufficient
invalidate a test sample.
f

8.3.1

"';f>w

If the subject/individual fails or refuses td"Pp )Vide a subsequent adequate
sample as requested by the operato~~1:he single test result will be
suit is
then a fifteen (15)
considered valid. If only a single
minute observation period must
8.3.1.1 The operator

outhpiece for each individual and
mplete set of breath testing samples).
8.3.2

d if the first two results differ by more than

subsequent breath samples should correlate within
icate the absence of alcohol contamination in the
breath pathway (mouth alcohol), show consistent sample
(y, and indicates the absence of RFI as a contributing factor
e breath results.
In the event that all three samples fall outside the 0.02 correlation,
and the officer suspects that mouth alcohol could have been a
contributing factor. then they should administer a 15 minute
observation period and then retest the subject. If mouth alcohol is
not suspected, then the officer may reinstruct the individual in the
proper breath sample technique and retest the subject without
administering a 15 minute observation.
8.3.3

The operator should manually log test results and/or retain printouts for
possible use in court.

8.3.4

The instrument should not be in passive mode for the testing of subjects
for the purposes of the previous sections.
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8.4

Passive mode:
8.4.1

The passive mode of testing using the Lifeloc FC20 or ASIII should be
used for testing liquids or containers of liquid for the presence or absence
of alcohol.

8.4.2

The passive mode can be used for screening purposes on individuals who
are required to provide breath samples whenever requested by a law
enforcement agency. Example may include but are not limited to:
probationers, work release, parolees, prison inmates,

Idaho Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedure
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Appendix D
In the Matter of the Driving Privileges of Jeffery Allen Klock
Amended Order, dated December 3, 2015

IN THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
STA TE OF IDAHO
IN THE MATTER OF THE

)

IDAHO D.L.

DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF

)

FILE No.

No. WRI 07454C

212000043827

)
)
JEFFERY ALLEN KLOCK

)

AMENDED ORDER

)

This matter originally came on for Administrative License Suspension (ALS) hearing on
October 28, 2014, by telephone conference. Scott R. Erekson, Attorney at Law, represented
Klock. Deputy Eichman also appeared and testified at the hearing. Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law and Order \Vere entered on October 29, 2014, sustaining Klock's
Administrative License Suspension. On November 12, 2014. a Motion For Reconsideration
was filed by Mr. Erekson· s office. on behalf of Klock. The Hearing Officer granted the
Motion For Reconsideration. Having taken into consideration the information contained in the
aforementioned Motion For Reconsideration, the Hearing Officer makes the following
conclusion:
The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension served pursuant to Idaho Code§ 18-8002A
is reversed and VACATED.

EXHIBIT LIST
The hearing examiner received the following exhibits into evidence as part of the record of the
proceeding:
1. Notice of Suspension

2.

Evidentiary Test Results

3.

Sworn Statement

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER -

1

4.

Copy of Citation Number 43827

5.

Envelope From Law Enforcement Agency

6.

Certificate Of Receipt Of Law Enforcement Documents

7.

Petitioner's Hearing Request

8.

Petitioner's Driving Record

9.

Subpoena

Duces Tecum

10. Subpoena

Duces Tecum

11. Subpoena - Civil
12. Order
13. Response to Request For Discovery
14. Findings of Fact
A. Subpoena Request

B. Subpoena Request
C. Certificate of Service

D. Certificate of Service
E. Certificate of Service
F.

Certificate of Service

G. DVD

H. Instrument Operations Log
I.

Certificate of Approval

J.

Correspondence

Klock supplemented the record with the following exhibits:

K. Motion For Reconsideration

L. Findings of Fact: Alexander-Mock
M. Correspondence
N. Correspondence

0. CD

P. CD

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER - 2

ISSUES

I.

Was the evidentiary test performed in compliance vvith all requirements set forth in Idaho
law and Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS) Standard Operating Procedure

(SOP)?

FINDINGS OF FACT
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE §18-8002A(7) THE PETITIONER HAS THE BURDEN
OF PROOF BY A PREPONDERANCE OF THE EVIDENCE REGARDING ALL IDAHO
CODE §18-8002A STANDARDS AND ALL ISSlJES RAISED BY THE PETITIONER.

1.
WAS THE EVIDENTIARY TEST PERFORMED IN COMPLIANCE WITH ALL
REQUIREMENTS SET FORTH IN IDAHO CODE AND ISPFS SOP?

1.

ISPFS SOP 5.2. 7 sets forth that performance verification standards should only be used
prior to the expiration date (see \vww.isp.idaho.gov/forensicsiindex.html).

2.

Klock, in his Motion For Reconsideration, argued that SOP 5.2.7 uses mandatory
language and because the solution \Vas expired, the suspension should be vacated.

3.

The certificate of approval for lot number 12804 has the expiration date of September 26,
2014, at 11 :59 pm.

4.

Klock submitted to an evidentiary breath test on October 2. 2014. six days after the
expiration date of solution lot number 12804.

5.

The use of the word should is discretionary language. thus is not required to be done.

6.

However, SOP 5.2.7 uses the term should onlv. thus making a distinction between
mandatory vs. discretionary language (emphasis added).

7.

The interpretation by the Hearing Office of "should only" being mandatory language
hence signifies that if the solution lot number is used past the expiration date, the
evidentiary test is invalid.

8.

In this case, the solution used on October 2, 2014, \Vas indisputably expired.

9.

As a result, Klock's evidentiary test was not performed in compliance with Idaho Code
and ISPFS SOP, and his suspension shall be reversed and vacated.

OF FACT AND

OF LAW AND ORDER 3

MY DECISION TO VACATE IN THIS ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING ONLY RELATES TO FACTS
THAT WERE BROUGHT UP IN THIS MATTER. MY DECISION WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED AS
PRECEDENT FOR ANY FUTURE CRIMINAL OR CIVIL HEARINGS WITH SIMILAR/SAME FACTS.

CONCLUSION OF LAW

CONFLICTING FACTS, IF ANY, WERE CONSIDERED AND REJECTED
IN FAVOR OF THE FOREGOING CITED FACTS. BASED UPON THE
FOREGOING FINDINGS OF FACT, I CONCLUDE THAT ALL OF THE
REQUIREMENTS FOR SUSPENSION OF THE PETITIONER'S
DRIVING PRIVILEGES SET FORTH IN IDAHO CODE §§18-8002 AND
18-8002A WERE NOT COMPLIED WITH IN THIS CASE.

THE FOLLOWING ORDER IS RENDERED:
AMENDED ORDER

The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension served pursuant to Idaho
Code §18-8002A is reversed and VACATED.
DATED this 3 rd day of December, 2014

JOHN TOMLINSON
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING EXAMINER

FINDINGS OFF ACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER -
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Append· E
•.. how Cau e letter dated April I , 2013

10014

PHONE:

APRIL 15, 2013

GARY ALEXANDER HERN
711 17TH AVE APT B
LEWISTON

( 2 0 8) 3 3 4 - 8 7 3 6

ID

83501

LIC#: KB155860I
FILE#: 648000193869
DOB :

SHOW CAUSE LETTER
THE DEPARTMENT RECEIVED YOUR HEARING REQUEST IN A TIMELY MANNER AND
FORWARDED THE REQUIRED DOCUMENTS TO THE HEARING EXAMINER SECTION. THE
HEARING EXAMINER HAS EXTENDED THE HEARING DATE, PURSUANT TO I.C. 188002A(7), DUE TO:
DRIVER'S/ATTORNEY'S DATES OF AVAILABILITY
A CONFLICT WITH THE HEARING OFFICER'S SCHEDULE
(XXX) ALLOW TIME FOR THE RECEIPT OF SUBPOENAED EVIDENCE REQUESTED BY
THE PETITIONER
OTHER:

**********************************************************************
THE SCHEDULING OF THE HEARING SHALL NOT OPERATE***********
********
AS A STAY OF THE SUSPENSION AND ANY TEMPORARY
***********
********
PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE THIRTY (30) DAYS AFTER
***********
********
SERVICE OF THE NOTICE OF SUSPENSION.
***********
********
**********************************************************************
THE HEARING WILL BE CONDUCTED ACCORDING TO THE PROVISIONS OF TITLE 67,
CHAPTER 52, IDAHO CODE, AND RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURES OF THE
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT. THIS HEARING PROVIDES YOU OR YOUR
ATTORNEY AN OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAL ON YOUR BEHALF. IF YOU NEED FURTHER
ASSISTANCE, PLEASE CALL (208) 332-2005.

----- ~ . U ; J ' " ~ ----HEARING EXAMINE~
CC:CHARLES STROSCHEIN

FORM 02L

10014
('!'

Appendix F
Objection to Show Cause dated April 15, 2013
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CHARLES M. STROSCHEIN
CLARK and FEENEY, LLP
Attorneys for Respondent
The Train Station, Suite 201
13th and Main Streets
P. 0. Drawer 285
Lewiston, Idaho 83501
Teleph_one; (208) 743-9516
Idaho State Bar No. 3058

7

VIA FACSilvHLE ONLY (208) 332-2002

8

Idaho Transportation Department
Driver Services Section

9

10
11

12

RE:

Gary A. Hern

DOB:
SS/DL#:

ARRESTED:

April 6, 2013

13
..... .,. lj

1 d

OBJECTION TO SHO\V CAUSE HEARING
·co~JES NOW the driver, GaTy A, Hern, by and through his Attorney of Record,

l6

CHARLES M. STROSCHEIN, of the la\v finn Clark and Feeney, and objects to date set for

17

the Sho\v Cause Hearing, The failure of rhe Department to issue subpoenas in a timely
18

19

fa.shion is not sufficient grounds to somehow overcome the due process rights to have a

20

hearing within the thirty (30) day time frame from when the license was issued. The

21

Department sets up these artificial time frames to thwart the due process rights. There was

22

not a show cause hearing. There was no record made as to why the Department did not issue
23
24

subpoenas and the packet immediately upon receipt. There is nothing in the record that

25
26

OBJECTION TO SHOW CAUSE HEARING

+
LAW OP'f"ICE'.S Of'

CLARK

AND

FEENEY, LLP

LEWl6TON, IDAHO easo1

063

,.,APR
' '

1
2

ir::
! J,

2r11J
\, J
'~.r::o
. )

CLA~K

&FEENEY

ATTY

8775

P. 3

allows for the hearing to be extended outside the time frame of the thirty (30) days set out
by the statute and due process.

3
4

Immediate hearing and oral argument is requested. If the subpoenas are served

5

immediately and the information is provided before April 29th, the failure to comply with due

6

process is unfounded. Mr. Hern was arrested on April 5, 2013, and was served on April 6,

7

2013. Request for Hearing was received by the Department by April 9, 2013. The

8

9

Department did not issue it's packet of infonnation until April 15, 2013, The information

10

from the arresting officer was received by the Department on April 10, 2013. There is

11

nothing in this record that shows good cause for extending this hearing past the thirty (30)

12

days that is set out. Once again, the Department sets up these straw men for the benefit of

13
14

15

the State to the detriment of the due process required in these hearings for the benefit of the
driver and his important right; that being his driver's license.
,-

16
17

DATED this\) day of April, 2013.

CL

18

19
20
21

ein, a member of the firm.
Attameys for Respondent

22
23
24

25
26

OBJECTION TO SHOW CAUSE HEARING

-2LAW OF"FICl:5 OF

CLARK

AND

FEENEY, LLP

LEWISTON, IOAHO sai;c::,1

